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TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

The new Jones School building combines beauty and
function in a top-notch facility for business education
and research.

VISUALIZE / REALIZE

Can Rice do for Houston what Stanford did for Silicon
Valley? Some say "Absolutely!"

OPENING THE DOOR

The Office of Disability Support Services works to
make higher education at Rice accessible to all.

A PRIZED REPUTATION

If sociology is the science of human interaction, no
wonder the Department of Sociology is known for its
teaching excellence.
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THE OUTWARD URGE

At the dawn of the great age of European exploration, mariners began venturing
across uncharted oceans that many believed went on forever or fell off the edge of
the world. Though their frail vessels were at the mercies of unfamiliar winds and
unknown currents, within a century and a half, they had circumnavigated the globe
and touched on every continent except Antarctica. The explorers differentiated the
Old World they were familiar with from the New World to the west, but in the end,
their real contribution was to prove the unity of all the areas they visited. What they
had discovered was one world—the planet Earth.
During the process, some of those mariners were lost to storms, faulty equipment,

and circumstance. Their ships still litter the ocean floor, occasionally found by fisher-
men, petroleum exploration crews, treasure hunters, and others. But for every crew
that was lost, another sailed out in its wake to map unknown terrain, make new
discoveries, and find unforeseen—and unforeseeable—resources that have enhanced
the lives of subsequent generations.

Today, as humans embark from our familiar Old World—our Earth—and venture
across the vaster oceans of space, we sometimes lose crews of mariners. Their frail vessels
litter our shores with tangible reminders that exploration of the unknown is inherently
dangerous. But to advance into the unknown is our collective human imperative. If
we have learned anything about ourselves, it is this: Our desire to experience and un-
derstand is as boundless as space. We will do whatever it takes—even risk our lives—to
gain knowledge that we lack and to know the thrill of discovery. So if our sadness at
the loss of the Columbia's crew is leavened with pride and renewed resolve, that only
proves how strongly the outward urge burns within us.

Rice has special reasons to feel not only the sadness but the pride and resolve.
The university has a long and unique association with space exploration. As many
of you know, it was in Rice Stadium in 1962 that President John F. Kennedy made
his famous speech promising that America would land on the Moon. The following
year, Rice became the first university to establish a space science department, and
Rice was instrumental in bringing Johnson Space Center to Houston, even helping
acquire some of the land where JSC sits. Rice is a member of the Texas Space Grant
Consortium, a group of 33 educational institutions, commercial enterprises, non-
profit organizations, and government agencies dedicated to education and research
programs in support of the exploration of space. And in conjunction with the World
Space Congress held in Houston last fall, the James A. Baker III Institute for Public
Policy hosted a space policy summit that brought together 39 international leaders
to discuss key issues in space exploration (see page 9).
But the personal relationships that have developed between Rice and NASA are as

important as the historical and programmatic links. The Rice family and the NASA
family are deeply intertwined. You may recall that, in fall 1998, we ran a feature by
Elise Perachio Daniel on just that topic. One focus of the story was astronaut Jim
Newman '82, now also an adjunct associate professor in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy. Jim was the first person to perform assembly work on the Interna-
tional Space Station while in orbit, but Elise also wrote about the many other Rice
alums who work for NASA—more than 100 at Johnson Space Center alone.

Jim Newman isn't Rice's only astronaut. Peggy Whitson '86, who is an adjunct
assistant professor in the Department of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, served last
fall as the first-ever science officer assigned to the International Space Station. Our
next issue was to contain a feature on Peggy, but in deference to Columbia's crew,
we will hold that piece until the summer.
For now, we simply send our condolences and best wishes to our kinfolk at NASA

and especially to the families of Columbia's crew. Our flag flies at half-mast for those
you lost. But know that tomorrow will be different. Tomorrow we once again will
challenge the unknown and stand in spirit with every 15th-century sea captain who
pointed to the horizon and called out, "In honor of our lost comrades, we go where
they led! Raise the sails!"
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LETTERS

What a delight to see the Rice NROTC
program recognized in your cover story
by David Medina. Frankly, in these times
of runaway campus liberalism, I was

astounded to see a first-class university

daring to acknowledge its contribution

to military service and national security.
Politically correct Sallyport is not, and I

applaud you for that. To use a traditional

navy phrase, "Well done."
My only criticism ofMr. Medina's work

is that his research regarding Rice NROTC

graduates reaching the rank of admiral was

incomplete. He noted that there were "at

least two," and in that he was technically

correct but a bit short of the mark. In ad-

dition to Admiral Scott '55 and Admiral

Mitchell '64, there are, to borrow Medina's

form, "at least two more" Rice admirals

that I know of: "Lew" Chatham '56 and

myself. Both of us were naval aviators of

the aircraft carrier variety.

Incidentally, it's long been my impression

that most Rice NROTC graduates fulfilled

their military obligations and returned to

civilian careers; however, a few ofus found a

very challenging and satisfying professional

home in the navy. Among those, I suspect

a bit more research would reveal that an

uncommonly high percentage reached top

leadership positions in their navy special-

ties—made more than competitive by the

study discipline and no-nonsense analytical

skills developed at Rice.

ROBERT L. "SKIP" LEUSCHNER, JR. '57
REAR ADMIRAL, U.S. NAVY, RETIRED

FORMER NAVY TEST PILOT,
SQUADRON COMMANDER AND
COMMANDING OFFICER, USE

TERPR/SE

Ridgefield, Washington

Thanks for putting a spotlight on the
NROTC program. I graduated from Rice
in chemical engineering and NROTC. Not
only did my navy scholarship pay for an
outstanding education, I have benefited
from my Rice education and NROTC

RETURN ADDRESSED

training every day since I graduated.
A familiar statement in David Medina's

article noted the lack offemale role models
in the military (and industry in general).
This was true in my Rice days also. Now
I find I am part of the solution.

Also, I am now again a full-time naval
officer, recently recalled to active duty
from my reserve status to develop laser
defenses (for ships and other platforms)
against incoming missiles or other threats.
My career transitions from navy nuclear to
commercial nuclear to military lasers were
greatly aided by my Rice experience.
My thanks again for your article on the

Rice NROTC program.

MARY (LESUEUR) MILLER '78
CAPTAIN, U.S. NAVY

Mound City, Missouri

I appreciate the fine article on solitons.
It is a good lay explanation for old EEs.
However, I wish someone would please
explain to me the meaning of the phrase
"one billion times colder than room
temperature." Since room temperature is
relatively warm, that has no meaning. It is
comparable to the sales pitch saying "This
Prius uses 10 times less gas than a Hum-
mer." No one can say definitely what that
means. I suspect that the writer meant to
say that the temperature was "one billionth
as warm as room temperature," but I am
not 100 percent sure.

ED STEVENS '55

Irvine, California

Love your Sallyport magazine . . . really
slick looking.

I'm especially impressed by the article
"Catching the `Atom Wave,'" page 5,
summer '02. Evidently some physicists
have developed a new form of matter
that is able to "reach a temperature that
is about one billion times colder than
room temperature." My congratulations
to them. All along I had the impression that
—273.16°C was as cold as it gets. Maybe
the basement of the physics lab is colder
than I remember.

DAVE HARTMAN '55

Flagstaff Arizona

I was just glancing through the new issue of
Sallyport, reading as I always do by skipping
around through the articles, when I read the
lead-in to "A Delicate Balance." Carefree
college days? For whom, the author?

I think it was a poor statement to

generalize that everyone had an easy, soft
time at college. There are probably many
more readers of Sallyport who remember
their college days like me—full of classes,
activities, and work, taking 18 to 22 hours
every semester while working part-time or
full-time jobs to pay for our education. My
college years were some of the busiest and
best years of my life. I would not trade

anything for the enjoyment I received while

at college or in graduate school, but I resent
the notion that college is a time for parties

and fun, fun, fun—it can be a very serious

and productive time as well with the right
balance of parties and fun mixed in.

LINDA RUSSELL '84

Sugar Land, Texas

I am disturbed to read a quote in "To Test
or Not to Test" attributed to Rice's current
vice president for enrollment. Ann Wright
believes "coaching for the SAT] is available
to almost all students." Even if "almost all"
students were to live in urban areas where
these services are provided, "available" is
only applicable to those whose disposable
income permits it. The classism evident
in this statement distresses me, especially
since it comes from an administrator of
the school that was once tuition-free for

all students. If Rice now assumes that "al-
most all" students find coaching a viable
option, then there has been a strong and
disappointing deviation from the principles

of the past.

MARTHA CAREY '89

San Diego, California

An article in the fall 2002 Sallyport de-
scribes the Rice Building Workshop [RBW]

house known as the Six-Square-House as
my project. This is incorrect, and I would
like to offer my sincerest apologies to ev-
eryone who devoted so much time and
energy to the house. I never implied or
stated in any interview or e-mail that I was

in any way the singular leader on the proj-
ect. I did state many times that I worked
on the house, mainly to emphasize the
importance of the RBW to my education.
Please accept my apology. I believe very
strongly in the strengths of collaborative
design-build work. The notion that I had

taken on a project alone contradicts many

aspects of my work as a designer.

KINDRA WELCH '99

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

Gillis Plans to Step Down in Mid-2004

Consistent with a leadership characterized by plan-
ning for the future, Malcolm Gillis has announced
that he will complete his term as the sixth president
of Rice University on June 30, 2004.

"I have said for over a decade that the
optimum period for a university presi-
dent is 10 to 12 years," Gillis said. "June
of 2004 will be exactly 11 years.
"I also have often stressed that an

incoming president should have ample
time to prepare for the job. By making
an early announce-
ment of my deci-
sion, I hope to give
the university time
to find my succes-
sor and to give him
or her such time to
prepare before tak-
ing office."

William Barnett,
chair of the Rice
Board of Trustees,
said such thinking
was much in keep-
ing with the first
nine and one-half
years of Gillis's presidency.
"The strong consensus of the board

is that Malcolm's tenure so far has
marked one of the most productive
periods since Rice opened in 1912,"
Barnett said. "We completed our first
comprehensive strategic plan. We are
near the $415 million mark of our first
comprehensive fundraising campaign.
We are completing the largest building
program in Rice history.
"With all those things coming to cul-

mination, Rice will enter a new cycle
of planning for the next dozen years.
We also will have another leadership

MALCOLM GILLIS

transition, as my term as board chairman

ends in the summer of 2005. Thus, it

seemed appropriate to Malcolm and

me that the new leaders be in place to

participate in creating the plans they

will be charged with carrying out."

The board chairman said that a
search committee

that represents the

entire Rice commu-

nity would be formed

during the next

semester. The goal

would be to name

Rice's next president

by the spring of2004,

allowing him or her

to prepare for a July

1 entry into office.

He also said the

Board of Trustees

had planned ahead

on another matter.

"The board was greatly pleased

to offer Malcolm the designation

of University Professor," Barnett

said. "This is the highest faculty

designation we have—one that

has been awarded only three times
before—and it allows the holder to
teach in any Rice department."

Gillis, expressing gratitude for the
honor, said that suited him perfectly.

"It would be enough to resume my
position as a full-time faculty member,"
he said. "I've always felt that was the
best job on Earth, and I have worked to
maintain my faculty status while serving

as president of Rice by, among other
things, teaching and continuing to
publish in my field-10 papers in nine
years.
"Now, I have a whole inventory of

research topics and materials stacked
up—including an economic history of
technology and a study of organiza-
tional effectiveness built around some
very specific issues. I also hope to be
an independent voice on future direc-
tions of higher education, nationally
and internationally."

Barnett said that Gillis would be
granted a sabbatical year after he steps
down, something the demands of
research and academic leadership had
prevented for all his 35 years as a faculty
member at three institutions. Gillis said
it would be useful in three ways.
"One, it will allow me to retool for

my teaching and research fields, old
and new," he said. "Two, I've always
felt that a new president should have
the chance to get established without
his or her predecessor hanging around.
Three, it will give me blessedly more
time with Elizabeth."
The Rice Board of Trustees in

2000 recognized the contribution
of Elizabeth Gillis, Malcolm's wife
of four decades, by creating in her
name a university-wide award for
exemplary service.

Gillis's successor will have a long
list of accomplishments to build on,
Barnett said.
"In addition to the strategic plan, the

campaign, and the building program,"
Barnett said, "Malcolm guided an un-

precedented period of collaboration

with other institutions; a deeper and
more fruitful involvement in the com-
munity; an enormous enhancement of
Rice's international presence through
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such things as the Baker Institute

for Public Policy, study abroad, and

International University Bremen; a

successful effort to maintain diversity

under difficult circumstances; a very

substantial expansion of the faculty; a

foresighted investment in nano, bio,

info, and enviro science and technol-

ogy; the biggest expansion of humani-

ties facilities ever; the first addition to

the college system in 30 years; the rise

of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School

of Management; and on and on."

"THE STRONG CONSENSUS

OF THE BOARD IS THAT
MALCOLM'S TENURE SO FAR

HAS MARKED ONE OF THE

MOST PRODUCTIVE PERIODS
SINCE RICE OPENED

IN 1 9, 1 2."

WILLIAM BARNETT,
Eloarao 12F TRI.MITEES

Gillis was born December 28, 1940,

and earned his Ph.D. from the Univer-

sity of Illinois in 1968. Before entering

university leadership, he spent the first

25 years of his professional life teach-

ing economics and applying economic

analysis to public policy in almost 20

countries, from the United States and

Canada to Ecuador, Colombia, Ghana,

and Indonesia. His research and teach-

ing have mainly been in the areas offiscal

economics and environmental policy.

His first faculty post was as an as-

sistant professor of economics at Duke

University, followed by a 15-year stint

at Harvard University. He returned to

Duke in 1984 as a professor ofeconom-

ics and public policy, was awarded a

distinguished named chair, became

dean of the graduate school and vice

provost for academic affairs, and then

was named dean of the faculty ofarts and

sciences. He came to Rice as president
in July 1993, and he also has served here
as the Ervin Kenneth Zingler Professor
of Economics.

We All Know that
Dess_eiti Are Brain Food

Pooja Bhatia, a reporter for the Wall
Street Journal's "Weekend" sec-
tion, paid an unannounced visit
to the South Servery in early
October. She was traveling
around the country sam-
pling college dorm food.

The chef in the servery, Roger Elk-
houri, reported that Bhatia had heard
from students about how good the food
is on campus. Bhatia called Rice a "top
performer" and was very impressed with
the servery and the decor, saying it was much
above all the Aramark cafeterias she had seen
elsewhere. She noted the house specialty—smoth-
ered pork chops—and cited high-end desserts as one of
the best features.
Her story appeared in the November 8 edition, and she awarded Rice

three out of a possible four stars. Only Yale earned a four-star rating, while
the University of Texas earned. . . well, we won't go there.

The Big Apple got a taste of Rice last tall when
the university was featured in Continental
Airlines ads posted throughout the city.

rit? -

CHINATOWN

TO RICE U.

NONSTOP.
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IrfResearch and Digital Library
Benefit from Recent NSF Awards

Computer science researchers at Rice University have been awarded four grants totaling more than
$3.5 million under the National Science Foundation's (NSF) Information Technology Research (ITR)
program, and the School of Continuing Studies received $700,000 to develop an online digital library.

"Rice is not a large school, so the fact that a department our size
received this many ITR grants—covering such a broad range of top-
ics—is a testimony to the quality of research we're involved in," says
Keith Cooper, chair of Rice's computer science department.

Cooper and fellow Rice computer scientists Devika Subramanian
and Linda Torczon received one of the grants, a $1.6- million award
to develop adaptive compilers. A compiler is software that processes
programming instructions written in a specific programming lan-
guage, translating them

into a binary set ofinstruc-
tions that can be run on

the computer's processor.
Two trends—the appear-
ance of more specialized
computer chips and the
need to execute software

differently in various situ-
ations in order to maximize elements like speed, battery power,

or stability—have led to a need for intelligent, adaptive compilers
that can optimize application performance. The researchers hope
to develop the knowledge and techniques needed to make adaptive
compilers practical within five years.

Subramanian and political scientist Richard Stoll are working
together on a separate ITR project to develop a computer system
capable ofpredicting when and where international conflicts will arise.
Their $400,000 grant will fund the development of an automated
system that will compile information from online news accounts of
political events and compare those with records of past events in
order to predict impending conflicts. (See page 10.)

Another of Rice's ITR grants, led by computer scientist Peter
Druschel, is part of a five-year, $12-million, multi-institutional
program to develop a peer-to-peer framework that will support the
deployment of large, distributed applications. The research involves
a dozen teams at several universities, including the University of
California—Berkeley, New York University, and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Druschel says the system could ultimately
support user cooperatives dedicated to specific tasks like backup or
content delivery.

Computer scientists Lydia Kavraki and Joe Warren were awarded
$650,000 to develop algorithms and representations that computer
programmers need to incorporate elastic, flexible objects into com-
puter simulations. Such objects include cloth and fabric, human tissue
and organs, cells and cell membranes, and large molecules. There is
a growing demand to incorporate these and other virtual "deform-
able objects" into scientific simulations, computer games, and movie
special effects. The mathematical complexity involved in modeling
these objects requires novel computational tools. This grant is part

THE ADVANCED PLACEMENT DIGITAL LIBRARY WILL HOUSE

COLLECTION OF INTERNET RESOURCES USEFUL FOR

AP BIOLOGY, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY COURSES. THESE

RESOURCES COULD INCLUDE LECTURE MODULES, LESSON

PLANS, TESTS, NEW RESEARCH, MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS,

AND MUCH-NEEDED CAREER GUIDANCE.
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of a $3.9-million ITR award that also involves researchers at Stanford
University, the University of Pennsylvania, and Rutgers University.

Outside of the ITR initiatives, the NSF also has awarded a grant of
$700,000 to the School of Continuing Studies to develop an online
digital library for high school advanced placement (AP) teachers and
students of biology, physics, and chemistry.
The AP program is accepted both nationally and internationally

as a demanding undergraduate-level curriculum taught in high
schools. Over the past
eight summers, the School
of Continuing Studies has
administered professional
development institutes for
AP and pre-AP teachers.
With nearly 1,400 teachers

from across the country at-

tending this past summer,
the program has grown to become one of the nation's largest.
The Advanced Placement Digital Library (APDL) will house a

collection of Internet resources useful for AP biology, physics, and
chemistry courses. These resources could include lecture modules,
lesson plans, tests, new research, multimedia presentations, and
much-needed career guidance. The collection will be reviewed and
validated by master AP teachers and college faculty across the country
and will adhere to nationally accepted outlines and concepts for AP
biology, physics, and chemistry as well as additional topics suggested
as necessary inclusions by the National Research Council.
The APDL represents a significant contribution to the Rice Digital

Library Initiative (RDLI). "Providing access to appropriate schol-
arly assets in digital form to support the Rice community is critical
to the success of the teaching and research missions of Rice," said
Geneva Henry, executive director of the RDLI. "The APDL will be
an important resource for preparing students for their studies before
they get to Rice, as well as providing background materials for Rice
students to refresh their memories on concepts they learned in their
AP courses." The APDL also affords those students who did not
have AP courses in high school a chance to use these materials on
their own as needed so they are not at a disadvantage when their
professors expect them to have already learned prerequisite concepts
covered only in AP courses.
When completed, the APDL will be made available online through

the official College Board site at http://apcentral.collegeboard.com.

A

--JADE BOYD AND CAROL HIDRKMM
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New Wiess, Same Old Wiessmen
More than 50 years after students moved into the original Wiess College, Wiessmen have
a new home for the War Pig, tabletop theater, and pumpkin caroling.

Dedicated in a ceremony held October

5, the new Wiess College is a state-of-

the-art, 163,500-square-foot building

that can house 228 students, two resi-

dent associates, and one visiting faculty

member. The new facility features class-
rooms and seminar rooms, an exercise
room, kitchenettes with dishwashers,
lounges, and more. Most important
to Wiessmen, however, is that the new
building retains many of the elements

that made Old Wiess so distinct: motel-
style suites, external balconies, and an
enclosed courtyard or "Acabowl."
"These architectural elements are a

permanent staple of Wiess life and will
continue to define the social landscape
of Wiess for years to come," said the
college's president, Robert Morgan.

Wiess master Katharine Donato, as-
sociate professor of sociology, observed,
however, that "Wiess's identity is clearly

more than just physical spaces," adding

that regardless of which building houses

the college , Wiess is still Wiess. "Social sci-

entists will tell you that cultural traditions

don't disappear in a matter of months,"

Donato said. "As an institution, Wiess

College will remain what it has always

been: wise, different, and strong."

Located south of Old Wiess and west

of Hanszen College, the new building

marks an enhancement in the residen-

tial college system not only because of

its many amenities but also because its

completion marks the attainment of

one of the goals of the Rice: The Next

Century Campaign: housing no fewer

than four-fifths of the undergraduate

students in on-campus housing.
"The demand for on-campus housing

has exceeded supply for several years,"
Rice president Malcolm Gillis noted at
the dedication ceremony. "This build-
ing—along with Martel College and

the expansion of Jones and Brown

NEW WIEBS COLLEGE

Colleges—allows us to house 80 per-
cent ofour undergraduates. Before these
improvements, we could house only 67
percent."
Ground for the new Wiess building was

broken at a ceremony held exactly three
years earlier, when John Hutchinson, as-
sistant vice president for student affairs
and professor of chemistry, and his wife,
Paula, were Wiess College masters. They
handed their duties off to Donato and
her husband, Daniel Kalb, in 2001, but
the Hutchinsons remained interested in
being personally involved with students,
and this spring they accepted the position
of masters at Brown College.
At the Wiess dedication ceremony,

Hutchinson said, "We shared in the
dream that, as Wiess evolved into the
future, we would be able to preserve
those things about Wiess that were al-
ways so important to us. A united col-
lege, undivided into cliques or factions,
where all parts of the community live as

one unit. A very inclusive college where
students are drawn out of their rooms
and into the rich activities of the com-
munity. Avery supportive college where

the new students become
comfortable and at home due
to the mentoring of the juniors
and seniors who live amongst them.
A progressive college where students can

test the edges and challenge themselves
but where the backing of the college
government is self-correcting. And a
very compassionate college where the
students care for each other, watch out
for each other, and stay close to one
another. We are here today to celebrate
that the dream we shared has in fact come

true today. We are now surrounded by a
new Wiess College building, which will
indeed preserve this wonderful sense of
community that is in fact the essence of
Wiess College."

Built in 1949, Old Wiess was one of

the original five dormitories that made up
the college system created in 1957. It was
originally called North Hall until being
renamed Wiess Hall in 1950 in honor of

Harry Carothers Wiess, the founder of

Humble Oil Company who, at his death
in 1948, was vice chairman of the Rice

Board of Trustees.
-JENNIFER MARS

THE OLD WIESS

BUILDING, ABOVE,

WAS DEMOLISHED

IN DECEMBER, BUT

FOR A NOSTALGIC

LOOK, CHECK OUT

THE WEBSITE BY

COLIN DELANY '91

AT HTTP://

WWW.EDESIGNS-

GRAPHICS.COM/

WIESS/.
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[IAN Leaving a Lepal to lit A Memoriam]
When Cy Johnson entered Rice in 1927, he couldn't have imagined how his
future would be molded by the experience—nor could Rice have anticipated
how this brilliant young man would influence his alma mater for years to come.

A
fter working in the West Texas
oil fields for a number of
years following high school,

Cy took on a new challenge—work-
ing his way through Rice during the
Great Depression. Even though he
ran out of money part way through
and took a year off to work full time,
his determination to study at Rice
was unwavering.
So was his interest in another

student, Charlotte Ann Collins '32,
who became Mrs. Johnson following
graduation. Together, they enjoyed a
life full of adventure, travel, and ex-
ceptional experiences—and financial
success that today benefits the uni-
versity that brought them together.
"Cy was a genius and an inventor,"

Mrs. Johnson said. "But he was a
little reserved. He wouldn't have suc-
ceeded as well if he hadn't attended
Rice. No other school could have
prepared him the way Rice did."
What did she mean by that? "Well,

Rice gave him that little extra push,"
she said. "The excellent faculty made
sure he had the education he needed
to be successful. That was what al-
lowed him to make the money that he
did," she said, citing dual completion
of oil wells, one of his inventions.
Those same fond thoughts of Rice

were evident in how Mrs. Johnson
handled her financial affairs. Upon his
death, Mr. Johnson left all financial

"CY WAS A GENIUS AND AN

INVENTOR," MRS. JOHNSON

SAID. "BUT HE WAS A

LITTLE RESERVED. HE
WOULDN'T HAVE SUCCEEDED

AS WELL IF HE HADN'T

ATTENDED RICE. No

OTHER SCHOOL COULD HAVE

PREPARED HIM THE WAY

RICE DID."

decisions for her to make. "We both
felt so privileged to go to Rice," she
said. "So I give back to Rice because
I'm able to."

Mrs. Johnson established a schol-
arship in memory of her mother-in-
law, a published author with works
in Fondren Library. Mrs. Johnson
requested that this scholarship be
awarded to working students.
In addition, she made gifts to the

university that benefited her during
her lifetime and funded an endow-
ment in her husband's name that
took effect at her death. This en-
dowment is designated to repair and
replace machinery, lab equipment,
and computers in the Department
of Mechanical Engineering and
Materials Science in honor of her
husband's career as an engineer.
Although none of her gifts are in

her own name, she, too, was a loyal
Rice alum. "Oh, I had a lot of fun
at Rice," she said. She then quickly
added with a chuckle, "I also made
decent grades."
Following graduation, the couple

visited campus often and stayed in
touch with many of the good friends
they made here. "I've had a wonder-
ful life. It's not one I ever expected
to have when I was growing up. But
it was exciting. And so was Cy. I ran
to keep up with him!"
Mrs. Johnson died in November

2002.
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Leaders Convene for Space Summit
Ifyour image of space exploration is people
boldly going where no one has gone before,
you might want to slow down a bit. Space
exploration is a marathon, not a sprint, say
world space leaders who attended the Space
Policy Summit hosted by the James A. Baker
III Institute for Public Policy October 11
through 13. They recommended that space
exploration be pursued as a step-by-step pro-
gression that involves sustained, systematic
improvements in scientific understanding
and enabling technologies, such as advanced
in-space propulsion and power-generation
systems.
The 39 international leaders, represent-

ing government and industry of 16 na-
tions and five international organizations,
discussed space commerce, space explora-
tion, and space applications and identified
key policies and initiatives aimed at bringing
the benefits of space activities to human-
ity through international cooperation.
They also discussed obstacles to tak-
ing full advantage of the benefits of
space and explored ways to surmount
those challenges. Organized by the
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) and
sponsored by the Lockheed Martin
Corporation, the summit was held

in conjunction with the World Space
Congress taking place in Houston.
"As government and private sectors

pursue the use of space for everything
from satellite communications to human

spaceflight, a coherent and effective
policy to regulate such activities will be
of paramount importance," commented
Edward Djerejian, director of the Baker
Institute. "The Baker Institute was pleased
to host the first Space Policy Summit in
coordination with AIAA and Lockheed
Martin. We think it is a very promising
start for future deliberations with a view
toward policy recommendations to deci-
sion makers."
The summit discussion was influenced

by the renewed emphasis on national and
international security concerns and the
significant downturn in commercial space
markets. Participants emphasized that space
technologies and capabilities have a unique
ability to address many of the challenges
facing the world. "In bringing together key
space leaders from around the globe for a
cooperative dialog," said Brian Dailey, vice
president—international ofAIAA, "the Space

Policy Summit has provided the framework
and path forward for addressing the most
compelling challenges facing world space
endeavors."

George Abbey, visiting senior fellow
for space policy at the Baker Institute,
noted that a number of crosscutting issues
emerged from the summit. "Cooperation in
space, for example, can provide a foundation
to expand relationships among nations in
many areas," he said. "Space organizations
should make a more concerted effort to
engage and make the world
public more aware ofspace
activities and the specific

benefits and impact on their lives. Space
also has a unique power to inspire youth
to study math and science, which will have
long-term workforce benefits."

Participants in the session on commer-
cial space issues noted several issues. First,
today's commercial satellite market is not
sufficient to sustain current space launch
systems or justify industry investment in
new technologies. Government support
is needed to meet national objectives in
security, civil, and commercial sectors. In
line with that, in many cases, government
funding or requirements lead to the devel-
opment of new technologies and applica-
tions. Once the development is mature,
industry develops commercial products

and services based on those applications.
They also thought that while export

controls on space-related technologies
reflect legitimate national security and
nonproliferation concerns, they limit inter-
national cooperation and inhibit growth of
the commercial sector. Governments should
harmonize export control requirements ac-
cording to true national security needs and
create timely, predictable, and transparent
systems for licensing space technologies.
And finally, dual-use space systems can
efficiently and reliably serve users in both
the public and private sectors.

Leaders in the space exploration ses-
sion pointed out that discoveries to be
made through space exploration are
inexhaustible. Space exploration is a
global endeavor and a vision is needed
that looks beyond the space station and
involves robotics, human exploration,
and the search for life. They also
affirmed that the International
Space Station program repre-
sents an unprecedented techni-
cal achievement, and despite
current problems, it will be
successful and provide a model
for international cooperation.

The space applications issues
session resulted in the observa-
tion that data access is still a
problem in certain circumstances,

although the cost of the raw data
itself might be a minor contributor to

the overall cost of value-added products.
If requests for data are for specific needs
rather than blanket demands, it might en-
hance data availability from providers. Also,
remote sensing programs increasingly are
being defined by user requirements, rather
than by space data providers, which is a
welcome trend.
In addition, the Integrated Global Ob-

serving Strategy (IGOS) Partnership is a
first real step toward a global Earth-observ-
ing system and is providing a foundation
on which to build. It is important to use
and strengthen existing activities such
as IGOS rather than try to create new
mechanisms.
For more information on the

Space Policy Summit, see http://
www.aiaa.org/spacepolicy or http://
www.bakerinstitute.org.

-B. J. ALMOND
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Project Might Predict Serious Conflicts, Wars Weeks in Advance

Suppose you could accurately predict serious milita-
rized international conffict weeks, or even months, in
advance, potentially impacting foreign policy?

"chat's just what two researchers at Rice hope
to do in an unusual collaboration that mixes
political science with computer science.

For several years, Rice computer scientist
Devika Subramanian and political scientist
Richard Stoll have worked together using
ideas, data, and theories from both their
disciplines to address this problem. Their
research project utilizes the most recent ad-

vances in computing facilities,
including a supercomputer

that can perform a trillion
calculations per

second,

and takes advantage of the vast expansion
of computer networking to compile infor-
mation about political events in various
countries over a lengthy period of time.
"We want both to develop new tech-

niques and to adapt existing ones to cre-
ate the extensive sets of data about events
between countries and to apply models of
international conflict to predict the out-
break of military action," says Stoll. The
proliferation of news in electronic form has

made such an ambitious goal possible, he
says, citing worldwide news sources that
can be accessed online, such as Reuters, As-
sociated Press, United Press International,
cnn.com, and the New York Times. Advances
in technologies that can rapidly search these
databases on the Internet and
mine them for the relevant
information also have made
the study feasible.
The researchers at Rice

plan to develop computer
programs that gather large
sets of current and archived
electronic information
sources. They then will
use techniques that already
are available to extract data
about events between coun-
tries. Event data consists of
an action such as a military
strike or threat, the country
that initiated the action, the
country that was the target,
and the date of occurrence.

The researchers are well aware that event
data sets can become quite large. They es-
timate that a global data set spanning the
time period of the Cold War is likely to
encompass some 200 million events.

Because of the large volume of data
required for this project, the researchers
will take advantage of the Rice Terascale
Cluster, a supercomputer being built at
Rice with funding from the National Sci-
ence Foundation and Intel Corporation,
who also are funding the conflict project.
This supercomputer should be able to per-

form one trillion calculations
per second when it becomes
operational next year.

For preliminary results,
Stoll and Subramanian are
studying event data from
1979 to 2001 on eight
countries in the Middle
East. "We know where and
when the serious conflicts
occurred, so we can get a
reality check on our predic-
tions," Stoll says. Using a
signal-processing technique
called wavelet analysis, they
have discovered discontinui-
ties termed "singularities" in
the event data that are as-
sociated with the outbreak

IF THE PROJECT
IS SUCCESSFUL,
IT COULD PROVE

USEFUL TO
POLICY-MAKERS.
THEORETICALLY,
THE INFORMATION
COULD BE MADE
AVAILABLE ONLINE,
WHERE OFFICIALS
COULD CONSULT
IT AND POSSIBLY
INTERVENE TO
AVOID CONFLICT.

The actions are scored on
a scale that indicates how cooperative or
hostile the country was that initiated the
action. The extracted information will be
coded so that it can be analyzed in a variety of
fashions, employing techniques from both
computer science and political science.

Subramanian will apply and extend
existing algorithms for machine learning
and signal processing to analyze the event
data and search for patterns that would
predict the outbreak of serious conflict.
One of the key issues is how to aggregate,
or group, the data so it can be analyzed
effectively. The researchers want to de-
velop new conflict-prediction techniques
that correlate event data streams across
time and geographic regions. They also
want to develop models that can track
the evolution of conflict over time.
"We seek to predict, with a lead time of

four to eight weeks, the outbreak of serious
conflicts, even though they might not reach
the level of war," Stoll says. Analyzing why
the conflict occurred will help the researchers
develop models for predicting conflict.

of serious conflict.
If the project is successful, it could prove

useful to policy-makers. Theoretically, the
information could be made available online,
where officials could consult it and possi-
bly intervene to avoid conflict. "Access to
aggregated event data over a long period
of time can have a major impact on policy-
making by providing an additional source of
information on which to base foreign-policy
decisions," Stoll says.
"But first we have to address the core

scientific question," he notes. "How well
can an objective, data-driven approach to
modeling the genesis and evolution of
conflict in various regions of the world
work?"
The database of event information will be

made available to the research community.

—B. J. ALmorao
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Modeling Cancer Metastasis
Cancer researchers know the disease spreads from organ to
organ in a nonrandom pattern, but they are unable to predict
exactly how cancer will spread, in part because of the limited
tools available to study cancer-cell migration in a controlled
laboratory setting. That could all change.

In groundbreaking new research, Rice
University scientists have designed a
computerized system that can track
the movement of individual cancer
cells growing in a three-dimensional
culture of model living tissue. The
system can be used to categorize the
metastatic patterns of different cancers
and to help test the effectiveness of
cancer-slowing or proposed cancer-
prevention drugs.

Described in the September 15 is-
sue of Cancer Research, the Rice study
involved experiments on two types of
cancer cells—a strain of breast cancer
and a variant of skin cancer. The re-
searchers placed cancer cells from each
strain into two types of simulated soft
tissue. Using computer automation, the
researchers tracked and analyzed the
movement of individual cells as they
migrated through the tissue.

The skin cancer migrated faster, spread

further, and penetrated deeper in both

types of tissue. However, the research

also revealed similarities between the

strains. For example, both types of

cells showed a tendency to oscillate, bur-
rowing into tissue, reversing briefly, and
burrowing back along a slightly different
vertical path. This suggests that both
types of cancer invade tissue by seeking
or creating a path of least resistance.
"The most important element of this

work is not the differences we observed
in the metastatic patterns of these two
types of cancer. It's the methodology
we developed to study the movement
of cancer cells in living tissue," says
study co-author Larry McIntire, chair
of Rice's Institute of Biosciences and
Bioengineering. "Studying tumor-cell
invasion in live cultures in real time is
a significant advance."

LARRY MCINTIRE, CHAIR OF RICE'S INSTITUTE
OF BIDSCIENCES AND BIOENGINEERING

Only with in vitro studies of three-
dimensional cell migration can sci-
entists gather data on critical factors
that influence metastasis, including the
percentage of mobile cells in a specific
cancer strain, the speed of cell move-
ment, the direction that cells move,
how long cells move in a particular
direction, how often cells turn and in
which direction, and the way move-
ment changes in reaction to chemicals
or obstructions.

McIntire's co-author on the article is
Zoe N. Demou, now a postdoctoral fel-
low at the Steele Laboratory for Tumor
Biology at Harvard Medical School in
Boston. Cancer Research, published by
the American Association for Cancer
Research, is the most frequently cited
cancer journal and is among the world's
15 most-cited scientific journals.

-JADE BOYD

Double Your
Dollars to the Rice
Annual Fund, and
Your Support for
Students Goes
Twice as Far!

JUST FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS:

• Make a gift to the Rice Annual Fund.

• Visit www.ruf.rice.edu/-giving/giving/
matching.html for a list of matching gift
corporations.

• Find out if your employer (or your spouse's
employer) matches gifts to universities. If you are
retired, check to see if your previous employer will
match your gifts to universities.

• Get a corporate matching-gift form from your
human resources office and send it to the Annual
Gifts Office. Some companies require just a phone
call. Yours may be one; check with your human
resources office.

You've just doubled your dollars to
the Rice Annual Fund.

Supporting your favorite
institution of higher education

is that easy!

QUESTIONS?
Call 713-348-4991 to obtain more information
about doubling your dollars to the Rice Annual
Fund through the corporate matching-gifts

program or visit www.rice.edu/gift.

Rice University
Annual Gifts Office-MS 81

P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251-1892

713-348-4991
giving@rice.edu
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Rice, Brookhaven Physicists Unravel
Basic Biological Mystery

Physicists at Rice and the Department of Energy's Brookhaven National Labora-
tory have unraveled one of the most stubborn mysteries of basic biology—the
structure of the initial stage of membrane fusion.

Described in the September 13 issue of
Science, the findings open the door for
studies that could improve the effectiveness
of gene therapy and drug delivery.

While we commonly think ofcells divid-
ing and multiplying in our bodies, it is also
possible for two cells to join together. In
fact, invading viruses commonly fuse with

healthy cells in order to
inject foreign genes, and
cellular fusion is the basic
process by which sperm
and egg share genetic
information. Since most
cells in our bodies touch
one another without fus-
ing, scientists are keen to
understand what starts
the fusion process and
how it occurs.

One reason cell fu-
sion is little understood is
because bonding begins
at the membrane, the

ultra-thin envelope of molecules around
each cell. All biological membranes consist
of two layers of lipid molecules, called a
bilayer, that have a large population of
proteins embedded in them. As two-di-
mensional liquid films, membranes remain
one ofthe least-understood components in
cells because the most powerful techniques
in biochemistry—X-ray crystallography
and high-resolution nuclear magnetic
resonance—are difficult to apply.
"Membrane fusion is governed by a

group of large, complex proteins, but
scientists have no idea how these pro-
teins work," says Huey Huang, the Sam
and Helen Worden Professor of Physics
and Astronomy at Rice and senior author
of the Science paper. "Our research will
help scientists who are studying these
proteins."

Scientists know cellular fusion begins
when cell membranes form an initial junc-

tion, a tiny hole between the two cells.
This junction widens over time until one
single, continuous membrane envelops the
contents of both cells. Huang and co-au-
thor Lin Yang, a former graduate student
of Huang's at Rice and now a postdoc-
toral physicist at Brookhaven's National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), used

duced small crystals composed of stacks of
membranes made of phospholipids. Then
they projected X-rays produced by the NSLS
toward the crystals. By looking at how the
X-rays scattered off the crystals, Huang and
Yangwere able to create diffraction patterns,
maps of the atomic structure of the phos-
pholipid layers in the membranes.

UNDERSTANDING THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE
INITIAL MOLECULAR CONNECTION BETWEEN CELLS
IS CRITICAL FOR ISOLATING THE ENERGY BARRIERS
THAT FUSION PROTEINS NEED TO OVERCOME IN

ORDER TO INITIATE CELL FUSION.

a variant of X-ray crystallography called
X-ray diffraction to experimentally confirm
a long-standing theory about the initial
bridge that forms between membranes.
Understanding the basic structure of this
initial molecular connection is critical for
isolating the energy barriers that fusion
proteins need to overcome in order to
initiate cell fusion.

To reveal the structure of the fused cell
membranes, Huang and Yang first pro-

By dehydrating a stack of membranes,
the scientists were able to induce membrane
fusion. Analysis of the diffraction patterns
of these samples confirmed that the two
membranes were caught in the act of fus-
ing. These diffraction patterns showed that
membrane fusion begins with the formation
of an hourglass-shaped structure called a
stalk, which theorists had predicted.
"Now that we know what the structure

is, we can calculate the free energy path-
way, which is a sort of map that will show
where the energy barrier is for membrane
fusion," Huang says. "Ultimately, medical
researchers working on gene therapy and
drug delivery would like to find out how
two membranes fuse, because they'd like
to be able to activate the fusion process in
order to deliver new genes and drugs to
patients. Currently, fusion is the bottleneck
to nonviral gene delivery."
The research was funded by the National

Institutes of Health, the Welch Founda-
tion, and the Department of Energy.

-JADE BOYD
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Growing Bone Outside the Body
A new study by Rice researchers indicates that bioengineers attempting
to grow bone in the laboratory may be able to create the mechanical
stimulation needed to grow bone outside the body. One of the greatest
challenges tissue engineers face in growing bone in the laboratory is rec-
reating the conditions that occur inside the body.

The recipe for growing healthy bones includes not only
a precise biological mix—bone cells called "osteoblasts"
and several growth factors that osteoblasts use to build
the mineralized matrix
ofbones—but also me-
chanical stimulation.
Astronauts whose
bones become brittle
after months in orbit
are a testament to the
importance that me-
chanical stress plays
in bone growth. In
orbit, their skeletons
aren't subject to the
everyday stresses of
gravity.
Tissue engineers

at Rice placed bone
marrow-derived os-
teoblasts from rats
into centimeter-wide
plexiglass chambers
containing a thin
stack of titanium fiber
mesh. The samples
were covered with a liquid growth me-
dium—a bath of chemicals that promotes
bone growth—and sealed in an incubator.
After letting the cultures sit overnight to
give the cells time to attach themselves to
the mesh, a growth medium was pumped
through the cultures for 16 days. Bone
cultures were subjected to a range of three
different flow rates to provide mechanical
stimulation, and another set of cultures
was grown in a motionless bath.
"Researchers have used fluid flow to

stimulate bone growth before, but no one
has looked at its effect on three-dimensional
cultures that have been subjected to con-
tinuous stimulation for several days," said
Antonios Mikos, the John W. Cox Professor
of Bioengineering. "We found that even

the lowest flow rate produced a significant increase
in the formation of mineralized bone. Moreover, the
mineralized bone that formed in samples subjected to

flow was thick and well-
developed—similar to
what we find in natural
bone—while the bone
matrix formed by the
static samples was thin
and brittle."

Mikos said more
studies are necessary
to determine the exact
flow rate needed to pro-
duce the best amount
of bone matrix with
the optimal three-di-
mensional structure.
For those who have
lost a segment of bone
to cancer or injury,
the technology isn't
expected to result in
clinical treatment op-
tions for several years.
Ultimately, however,

could be substituted for
donor tissue or surgical implants made of
synthetic materials.
The research was sponsored by the Na-

tional Institutes of Health and NASA, and
the results were presented in an article titled
"Fluid Flow Increases Mineralized Matrix
Deposition in 3-D Perfusion Culture of
Marrow Stromal Osteoblasts in a Dose-
Dependent Manner," which appeared in
the October 1 issue of Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, available
online at http://www.pnas.org/cgi/
content/full/99/20/12600.

"RESEARCHERS
HAVE USED

FLUID FLOW TO
STIMULATE BONE
GROWTH BEFORE,
BUT NO ONE HAS
LOOKED AT ITS

EFFECT ON THREE
DIMENSIONAL
CULTURES THAT

HAVE BEEN
SUBJECTED TO
CONTINUOUS

STIMULATION FOR
SEVERAL DAYS"

ANTONIOS MIKOS,
JOHN W. COX PROFESSOR

OF BIOENGINEERING

artificial bone

--JAIDE Bore
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Grad Student Eric Allen
Books His Time Well

Most people in academia are
familiar with the publishing
standard: earn a Ph.D.,
obtain a professorship, and
write a book somewhere
down the line. Eric Allen
has sidestepped that process
by authoring a book, Bug
Patterns in Java, while at-
tending graduate school in
the Rice computer science
department.

"I was amazed when I learned that
Eric was writing a book in addition to
writing a dissertation and working as a
teaching assistant in my software engi-
neering course," says Professor Robert
"Corky" Cartwright, Allen's graduate
adviser and leader of the Java Program-
ming Languages Team at
Rice. "Eric is extremely
focused in organizing his
time, which enables him
to achieve levels of pro-
ductivity that I have never
seen before in a graduate
student."

In Bug Patterns, pub-
lished by Apress, Allen
presents program devel-
opers with a method for
diagnosing and debug-
ging computer programs.
According to Allen, the
book is his response to
the increasing need for
programmers who are
proficient at preventing,
diagnosing, and quickly repairing bugs
in computer programs.
"We need to educate new developers

more quickly," Allen says. "By identify-
ing common patterns of signaled errors

with their underlying causes and teach-
ing these patterns to new programmers,
we can leverage the experiences ofmany
programmers to improve the effective-
ness of each."

Allen started writing Web articles
for Java World and the IBM developer

Works 'Java Zone" in
January 2000. After the
articles led to a monthly
column, "Diagnosing
Java," Allen attracted the
attention of Gary Cornell
ofApress. Cornell encour-
aged him to produce a
book on common bugs
and how to solve them, a
recurring theme in Allen's
online articles.

"Eric's book is another
example of the culture in
Corky Cartwright's group
that seems to integrate
research, teaching, and
educational outreach, to

"ERIC'S BUG

PATTERNS PROVIDES

COMPELLING

JUSTIFICATION FOR

THE SOFTWARE

ENGINEERING

PRINCIPLES THAT I

TEACH. IF YOU FAIL

TO FOLLOW ANY OF

THEM, ERIC'S BOOK

PROVIDES A GRAPHIC

ILLUSTRATION OF

THE PERIL THAT

ENSUES."

the benefit of all three,"
commented computer science depart-
ment chair Keith Cooper.

Cartwright intends to use Allen's
book in the future for his software en-
gineering course. In fact, students at-

tending Cartwright's course this spring
have the added benefit of having the
author as their teaching assistant.

"Eric's Bug Patterns provides
compelling justification for the soft-
ware engineering principles that I
teach," Cartwright explains. "If you
fail to follow any of them, Eric's book
provides a graphic illustration of the
peril that ensues."

Allen views his book as a natural
extension of his studies. "Graduate
school is primarily about learning to
communicate," he says. "Between pub-
lishing papers, giving lectures, design-
ing posters, writing grant proposals,
etc., a researcher spends the majority
of his time communicating his exper-
tise. Being able to focus intensely on
learning to communicate well—and to
work closely with an adviser like Corky
Cartwright, who is so renowned in his
field—is not something you typically
gain in industry."

Allen, who received a bachelor's
degree in computer science and mathe-
matics from Cornell University in 1997,
says his next challenge is completing his
thesis. His thesis topic is focused on the
design and implementation offirst- class
generic types for Java. "Basically, it's
about performing much more powerful
automatic checks on programs before
they are ever run. We've been able to
extend the Java language to include
these more powerful checks without
sacrificing the expressiveness or per-
formance of the language."

Although Allen reports that author-
ing a book has not changed his life
much, he finds it exhilarating to see his
name on Amazon.com. Other exciting
changes await Allen this spring, when he
anticipates receiving his doctoral degree
and he and his wife, Kori, expect the
arrival of their first child.

Allen's postgraduate plans include
looking for a research position in
academia, government, or industry
and spending time with his family. He
does anticipate writing a second book
to cover additional patterns and plans
to include more discussion about the
development process and the Rice Java
Programming Languages Team's ap-
proach to developing software.

-DONNA JARES
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Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Management

In a building that combines beauty,
function, and technology, the core
values of teaching, learning, and
collaboration are central to the
thoughtful design of each venue.

Sidebars by Sean Kennedy • Photos by Tommy LaVergne



I
t's a typical sunny day in Houston, and in the Woodson Court-
yard of the new Jones School building, business students can be

 seen working on laptops while seated on benches surrounding
the cascading water fountain. Whether completing course-related
projects, checking e-mail, or planning the tasks of the day ahead,
the wireless network available in the new building allows students to
be continuously connected to network servers and the Web. Inside
the Student Commons accessible from the courtyard, members of a
student club huddle around a small conference table—laptops
open—organizing upcoming events. Gathering in the
hallway, students newly released from class discuss the
day's topic with their professor. Walking toward
the wide, tile staircase leading up to the Business
Information Center, faculty offices, and class-
rooms on the second and third floors, a group
discusses and plans its next team meeting.

In a building that combines beauty, function, and technology, the
core values of teaching, learning, and collaboration are central to the
thoughtful design of each venue. With more than 98,000 square feet
ofusable space, the building features advanced, scalable technology to
facilitate the innovative teaching style of the school's faculty and large
open spaces in which both faculty and students can mingle and learn
from each other outside of the classroom. From hallmark facilities
such as the El Paso Corporation Finance Center and the Behavioral

BRONZE TYMPANUM ABOVE THE DOORS

and auditorium, as well as classrooms and faculty offices."
Emphasis placed on providing facilities for networking and collabora-

tion is evident in the new classrooms. Built to enhance case-study and
interactive instruction, the six seminar rooms, two cluster classrooms,
and six tiered classrooms boast the latest technologies and improved
equipment, allowing instructors flexible modes of displaying a wide
array of course materials, such as webpages, video, and multimedia
presentations.

The two cluster "capture classrooms" are equipped with
technologies that will record the entire classroom expe-

rience—student—teacher discussions, presentations,
demonstrations, videos, slides, and other materi-
als used—with minimal disruption. Conferencing
technologies also are installed in the classroom,
allowing broadcast videoconferencing that equates
to enhanced opportunities for collaboration with

others outside the Jones School. The two-level 450-seat Shell Oil
Company Foundation Auditorium hosts prominent business leaders
featured in the Dean's Lecture Series, but also doubles as a tiered
classroom.

"The tools available in the classroom allow us to help students take
advantage of the current and latest technology used in industry," says
director of M.B.A. communications Deborah Barrett, who teaches
effective communications and presentation skills.

'As WE WENT THROUGH THE PROGRAMMING AND THEN
DESIGN PROCESS FOR THE JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL'S
NEW BUILDING, WE EXAMINED, WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS, ALL
OF OUR ASSUMED NEEDS FOR THE NEXT 10 TO 25 YEARS."

Studies Lab to wired and wireless tiered and cluster classrooms that
offer a wide, integrated set of tools for presenting course materials,
state-of-the-art facilities in the new business school are second to
none in delivering the breadth and depth of management education
to future business leaders.

"As we went through the programming and then design process
for the Jones Graduate School's new building, we examined, with-
out constraints, all of our assumed needs for the next 10 to
25 years," says Gilbert R. 'Whitaker, Jr., the H. Joe Nelson
III Professor of Business Economics and dean of the Jones
School, whose leadership and foresight have propelled the
school to a stellar reputation and national recognition.

Best known for creating buildings that emphasize con-
tinuity of tradition and preserve the spirit of the places in
which they are located, award-winning architect and dean
of the Yale School of Architecture Robert A. M. Stern was
chosen to design the new building. "At Rice, each building
not only must be individually excellent, it must fit in with all the
others. In an era of screaming me-tooism, Rice demands artistic
unity," says Stern. "In designing the Jones School, we take our place
in the orchestra that is the Rice campus, but we also step forward
for an identifying solo turn as our building takes its place on Jamail
Plaza across from the Baker Institute. The building for the Jones
Graduate School carries forward the Rice tradition, interpreting and
reinterpreting it to meet new and future needs. Comprising three
distinct components that define an intimately scaled courtyard, the
building cloaks myriad functions, including a library, dining hall,

SECOND FLOOR

COLONNADE

While significant strides have been and continue to be made on
the technology front, the classrooms also are designed to facilitate
faculty—student interaction. The large teaching stage in each classroom
gives faculty ample room to walk around and connect with their stu-
dents. Breakout rooms adjacent to tiered classrooms allow faculty to
efficiently integrate team coursework in their classes.

"The classrooms are suitable for case- and team-learning, enabling
students to effectively work in groups and teams," says Wil
Uecker, the Harmon Whittington Professor of Management
and associate dean for Rice University Executive Education.
Facilities in the new building allow students in the M.B.A.
for Executives Program—the largest executive M.B.A. pro-
gram in the Southwest—to conduct classes for the first- and
second-year students on the same weekend.
"Our students are able to network not only with the

students in their section and year but also with the rest of
the class. Networking opportunities such as these enrich

the learning experience by providing students the chance to share
information about coursework, about their particular industry, about
their jobs," Uecker says.

Outside the classrooms, large, open spaces are made available
for students to conduct study meetings and work on assignments in
between classes, including 24 breakout rooms and 12 group study
rooms. "It's easy to find a place to study, either as a group or alone,"
says first-year student Tovi Abello. "You can tell that a lot of thought
went into the planning of the building and its facilities—the needs of
M.B.A. students were clearly important in its design."
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Flanking the entrance on the
right is a charging bull and
to the left is a timid bear.
Together, these two Wall
Street antagonists keep
watch over the entrance

The two-story facade of the
main entrance to the new
Jones School harmonizes
with the Baker Institute
across Jamail Plaza onto
which the main entrance
doors open.

Above the bronze work, the
colonnades on the second
floor sport eight familiar,

and not so familiar, faces
Each one has a special

place at the Jones School.
William Marsh Rice, Rice
University's founder and a
Houston business leader,

Adam Smith, the father
of modern economics,
Irving Fisher, the founder

of modern finance, Alfred
Whitehead, a philosopher

who showed great appre-

ciation for the connection

between the marketplace
and professional educa-
tion in a university setting;

Oveta Culp Hobby, busi-
ness leader and first U.S
secretary of education,
John Maynard Keynes,

the economist whose
economic prescriptions are
widely credited for mitigat-
ing business cycles; Joseph
Schumpeter, an economist
whose work initiated the
appreciation of entrepre-
neurship; and, of course,
Jesse H. Jones, the Jones
School's benefactor.
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THE BUILDING IS DESIGNED TO

MEET THE NEEDS OF FACULTY

AND STUDENTS ALIKE.

Inside, student facilities
include a student com-
mons, an executive
commons, and a separate
room for the student
clubs Sitting areas are
located throughout the
building.

The dining hall hosts a
variety of activities—from
Dean's Lecture receptions
to company presentations
to the morning faculty—
student coffee colloquia

Outside, one can find a
calming atmosphere in
the Woodson Courtyard
The courtyard, composed
of Texas pink granite
pavers, specialized grass
panels, and a two-tiered
cascading water foun-
tain, hosts the beloved
partios each week Teak
benches, useful for both
relaxing and studying, are
placed around the perim-
eter of the courtyard

7-\
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n esigning the
building, the
architect faced the
challenge of how to
make such a large
building functional
on an intimate and
personal scale The
space is broken
down into several
sections to keep
the building from
overpowering
pedestrians.
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THE EL PASO CORPORATION FINANCE CENTER,
WHICH REPRODUCES A STATE-OF-THE-ART TRADING
ROOM FLOOR, FACILITATES INTER ACTIVE LEARNING
AND BOASTS A SEPARATE COMMAND ROOM WHERE
THE PROFESSOR CAN RUN SIMULATIONS.

A NEW COURSE FOR THE 2003 SPRING SEMESTER-
ESSENTIALLY AN ACTIVE LEARNING PROJECT-HAS
SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS CREATE ASSIGNMENTS
THAT UTILIZE THE RESOURCES OF THE FINANCE
CENTER AND THAT CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO
EXISTING CLASSES.
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CAN RICE DO FOR HOUSTON WHAT STANFORD DID FOR SILICON VALLEY? SOME SAY "ABSOLUTELY!"

- By Peter Ileyne



ONE OF THE JOYS OF ATTENDING
A RESEARCH UNIVERSITY LIKE RICE
IS THE FREQUENT EXPOSURE TO THE NEXT NEW THING.
Ray Simar '83 vividly remembers the day he got an early peek at the digital
revolution—today a multibillion-dollar market of high-tech products
ranging from digital cell phones and camcorders to compact disc players
and medical imaging equipment.

"I was pursuing a master's degree in electrical engineering and

sitting in my first graduate class with C. Sidney Burrus, then professor of

circuit communications and control," Simar says. "Although it was more

than two decades ago, I can still see him standing in front of the room and

telling us, 'Imagine a technology where you can grab a piece of data—like

temperature, pressure, a video image, or even the sound of a human

voice—and hold it, and do whatever you want with it. Store it or erase it.

Add to it or multiply it. You can even reorder bits of data and play them
forward or backward instantly—anything you desire or can imagine.' This
was all very theoretical work at the time, but we were pretty excited. We

bought into his vision."

Burrus, now dean of the George R. Brown School of Engineering, was

telling his class about the possibilities for digital signal processing (DSP), a
huge, but often arcane field he and other Rice professors helped to pioneer.

They employed mathematical algorithms to convert real-world analog

sounds and images into the binary language of digital computing. When

digital data was married to high-speed semiconductors in the early 1980s,

largely at Texas Instruments (TI), the potential for integrating digital

capabilities into everyday products suddenly became feasible. TI and Rice
worked together to iron out numerous technical issues and develop some of

the first practical applications of the technology, including hard disk drives,

robotic controls, and voice compression and decompression used now in all

digital cell phones.

By the 1990s, the digital revolution had exploded. Today, there's a bit
of Rice algorithmic wizardry in virtually every piece of digital equipment
on Earth. Simar, now a TI fellow and manager of the company's architec-

ture team for advanced DSP chips, adds a philosophical note: "DSP is a
technology people use almost every day, yet they will never know anything
about it or even where it came from. It's just so esoteric."

Although the science and engineering that produced DSP may never
be fully appreciated by consumers, it certainly has made a lasting impres-
sion on TI and Rice. The benefits to both have been enormous. TI has

become the world leader in the development and manufacture of DSP and
analog semiconductors, its core business. In 2002, TI had operations in 25

countries and sales of $8.4 billion.

Scores of Rice graduates have interned at TI—mainly at the compa-
ny's nearby Stafford plant or at corporate offices in Dallas—and joined its
workforce. Many are now on the company's senior technical and executive
staff. TI, wanting to reward Rice for contributions to its success, made
headlines in 1996 with a $7-million educational investment in the uni-
versity's Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. The money
enabled construction of the TI Wing in Duncan Hall, now hub of most DSP
activity at Rice, and endowed the TI Visiting Professorship and TI Graduate
Fellows programs. The financial support doubled the number of M.S. and
Ph.D. candidates in DSP and continues to help Rice set the pace in the U.S.
for DSP research and education. More than 500 Rice DSP graduates have
become leaders worldwide in industry, government, and academia.

In 1999, and again in 2002, TI gave $1-million grants to Rice for
its participation in the TI DSP Leadership University—a collaborative

research program with Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Georgia
Tech to advance the digital future. TI shares insights to market needs with

the schools, then works closely with professors and young researchers to
boost the performance of existing DSP products and develop cutting-edge
new ones, such as face-recognition technology and wireless video trans-
mission. The digital age, still in its infancy, offers years of research and

scholarship ahead.

Rice researchers helped pioneer digital signal processing,
and today there's a bit of Rice algorithmic wizardry in virtu-
ally every piece of digital equipment on Earth.
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A PUSH FOR MORE BUSINESS TIES

The long, mutually beneficial relationship between TI and Rice is

unique, and the university wants to build more partnerships like it The

dividends: more research money, more exposure to real-world problems

for students, and quicker job placement on graduation. Plus, there's the

satisfaction that Rice faculty and researchers feel when their work, like DSP,

makes a major impact on society. The school is currently nurturing close

relationships with a number of other major companies—Halliburton,

Hewlett-Packard, National Instruments, Nokia, Schlumberger, and Shell

Oil, among them. Rice also has well-established relations with NASA and

the Texas Medical Center, where it's engaged in more than 90 collaborative

research projects.

of Technology Transfer, designed to help commercialize a valuable, long-

hidden asset at Rice—new discoveries and innovations by the school's

world-class scientists and engineers. He also signed off on the Rice Alliance

for Technology and Entrepreneurship, a program to spark the development

of new technology companies in the Houston community. In just the past

three years, Rice has assisted in the launch of 110 companies, a number
of them engaged in the university's key strengths: nanoscale science,

information technology, biomedicine, and environmental science. The na-
noscale science companies, pioneering the manipulation of molecules to
fabricate fantastically tiny yet highly versatile creations, alone are on the
verge of igniting entirely new business revolutions, just as DSP did. Rice is

now in a position to be a catalyst for technology growth in Houston, a role

Stanford played in Silicon Valley and MIT performed in Boston.

NEY BURRUS,

f the George R.Brown

I of Engineering

Rice, for at least the first 70 years of its history, did not seek close
ties with business, or just about anyone else for that matter. Says Bums,
a Rice alum and a professor here for the past four decades, "We often had
the attitude: 'We don't need you, and you don't need us.' We literally stayed

behind the hedges." Former president George Rupp—surprised by the lack
of interaction between Rice and the outside world—began the process of

opening Rice to more engagement with the local community, other univer-

sities, the arts, and industry.

Since his inauguration in October 1993, President Malcolm Gillis
has taken the outreach effort much further, determined to prove that a

relatively small university can play a leadership role out of all proportion
to its size. 1Wo of his initiatives have had major impacts on the technology

community in Houston and, to a degree, in the state. He created the Office

A

A HIGH-TECH LAUNCHING PAD

Daryl Boudreaux claims he has the most fun job at Rice. In truth,

it's one of the most daunting. As director of the Office of Technology Trans-

fer, Boudreaux is the chief guardian and pitchman for all the intellectual

property generated at the university. It's his mission to speed the transfer of

Rice knowledge and technology into new and better products for society.

Since the landmark Bayh—Dole Act of 1980, Rice, like all other

American universities, has had the authority to own the rights to all the

discoveries and inventions, including software, produced by its professors,

students, and staff. The law requires substantial sharing of royalty revenues

with inventors, which today at Rice is 37.5 percent.

Boudreaux helps inventors with their initial documentation—a
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disclosure that describes the new technology, its authorship, and assign-
ment of rights to Rice. A committee determines if the technology is a bona
fide innovation and whether Rice resources should be invested to protect
it. If given the green light, the Office of Technology Transfer then handles
the process for obtaining patents, copyright, and, if necessary, trademarks.
Boudreaux also initiates marketing, seeking partners to license the prod-
uct and create new business ventures to get the technology quickly into the
hands of the public.

A Ph.D. trained in theoretical physics, Boudreaux worked at Allied
Signal for 25 years before coming to Rice. "I spent about 14 years in man-
agement in charge of a large group of research scientists and engineers,"
he says. "We used to fund 99 projects and find that only one would pay off.
In time, I had to lay off a lot of people. As most large American companies

ottsice.edu. They're cutting-edge innovations from nanoscience, mechan-
ical engineering, and telecommunications to bioengineering, chemistry,
physics, and computer science. "So far, the money received from royalty
payments is small but growing," says Boudreaux. "We have not had a 'big
hit' license yet that has brought in gobs of money, but we have made some
very promising investments that will provide handsome returns when
products reach market."

Boudreaux was referring to eight start-up companies formed in

Houston in recent years to take advantage of technology licensed exclu-
sively from Rice. The companies were established by the inventors them-
selves, mostly professors, but in one case, graduate students. "We own the
patents, so we license the technology to them in return for some equity in
the company," says Boudreaux. "If they make a dollar on sales, we make

DARYL BOUDREAUX,
director of the Office of
Technology Transfer

have come to realize in recent years, it's a lot smarter and cheaper to go
outside and find technology rather than try to develop it yourself. We'd
locate it at universities or at start-up companies. We'd pay more for it, of
course, but we eliminated the expense of those 99 other projects."

Boudreaux started the Office of Technology Transfer from scratch in
August 1998. Until then, only a few disclosures and patents had ever been
filed at the school. He set up a fast and easy system for busy professors and
researchers to turn their ideas into intellectual property to be licensed. The
system has already produced remarkable results. Since inception of the
office through November 2002, 169 disclosures have been filed, and 70
patents have been licensed or optioned. In addition, 291 U.S. patent ap-
plications have been filed, and 45 patents have been issued.

The products available for licensing or sale can be seen at http://

A

a few pennies. We construct the deal and, working with the Rice Alliance,
help them find a management team and investors. I have venture capital-
ists coming through my office once or twice a week looking for opportuni-
ties." So far, $43 million has been invested in the eight companies.

Rice and its Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology have
made Houston the nation's leader in nanoscience research, so it's no
surprise that many of the start-up companies are focused on nano-derived
products. Three of the young businesses have already received a lot of
media attention.

Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc. (CNI) is the first company to develop
a production method for making large quantities of pure carbon cylinders
called nanotubes. About the size of human DNA, a nanotube is 100 times
stronger than steel but only one-sixth the weight. The strength of nano-
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In June of last year, Arun Netravali '69 stood in the
East Room of the White House and received from
President George W. Bush the U.S. National Medal of
Technology, the nation's highest honor for achievement
in technology.

Extending his hand to
congratulate him, President
Bush smiled and said, -You look
awfully young to be receiving an
award like this." Netravali, 56,
nodded politely and said, "Yes,
sir." As chief scientist at Lucent
Technologies and former presi-

dent of the company's famed

Bell Labs, Netravali had figured

he might one day win the award,
but not this soon in his career.

"It was a big surprise," he says.

"And very humbling."

The National Medal of
Technology honors those who
embody the American spirit of
innovation and have advanced
the nation's global competitive-
ness. Netravali was cited for his
"pioneering contributions that
transformed television from ana-
log to digital, enabling numerous
integrated circuits, systems, and
services in broadcast television,
cable television, direct broad-
cast satellite, high-definition
television, and multimedia over
the Internet; and for technical
expertise and leadership, which
have kept the Bell Labs at the
forefront in communications
technology"

Netravali led the develop-
bent of high-definition television
(HDTV) technology at Bell Labs
in the 1990s. A video encoder
based on his work is used today
by hundreds of television sta-
tions for their HDTV broadcasts.
In 1997, he received an Engi-
neering Emmy Award from the

V Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences for his work on HDTV.
His innovations in compression
technology have enabled the de-
velopment of video telephones,
videoconferencing systems,
streaming video over the Inter-
net, stored compressed video at
websites, and multimedia com-
puters. He holds more than 70
patents in the areas of computer
networks, human interfaces to
machines, picture processing,
and digital video and television.
He also has authored more than
170 technical papers and co-
authored three books on digital
technology.

Netravali served as presi-
dent of Bell Labs from 1999 to
2001. Under his leadership,
Lucent dramatically improved its
ability to move innovations from
the lab to marketplace. Now
as Lucent's chief scientist, he
works with academic and invest-
ment communities to identify
important new networking tech-
nologies, and he advises Lucent's
senior management on technical
and customer issues.

Growing up in India, Ne-
travali never imagined he'd have
such an impact on America and
its communications technology.
A bright student, he graduated
with honors from the Indian In-
stitute of Technology in Bombay
in 1967. The dictum of the times
for engineering school grads was
"Go west, young man," since

A jobs were scarce in India. He A

V was accepted to Rice and stayed
three years, earning his master's
and doctoral degrees in electrical
engineering.

"When I first arrived at
Rice, I was just a kid," he recalls,
"but the welcome I got from
everyone there was absolutely
extraordinary. In life, you always
look at how you're enriching yo
experiences, what you're learn
and the quality of people that you
surround yourself with. Rice was a
wonderful step up. The electrical
engineering faculty and the stu-
dents I went to class with were at
the high end of the spectrum."

Netravali finds a dramatic
new openness at Rice nowadays
and when asked if the school can
do for Houston what Stanford
has done for Silicon Valley, he
responds, "Absolutely" He is
impressed with Rice's focus on
nanoscale science, information
technology, biomedicine, and
environmental science. "These
are very hot areas," he enthuses.
"This is where I believe the next
generation of millionaires is going
to come from. Businesses in these
areas will be huge."

Netravali says he's "proud
of being a Rice product" and has
seen firsthand how Rice grads
have benefited Bell Labs, with
nearly 10,000 research-and-de-
velopment employees worldwide.
"At Lucent Technologies, there are
quite a few Rice grads," he adds,
"but not as many as I would like!"
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Carbon nanotubes, left, may find applications in electromagnetic shielding for cell phones and laptops, thinner flat-panel displays,
and other products. Self-assembling molecular logic gates, middle, are paving the way for a whole new generation of ultrafast,
low-power computers. Nanoshells of gold grown over a particle of silica, right, have shown experimental promise in delivering
targeted therapy directly to cancer cells.

tubes, combined with their excellent mechanical, electronic, and thermal
characteristics, offers the potential for revolutionizing the manufacture of
polymers, as well as electronics and medicine. CNI was founded by Nobel

laureate physics professor Richard Smalley and a group of former Rice
researchers. Production of nanotubes began early in 2002 at a pilot plant
west of Houston in a Kellogg Brown & Root facility. CNI has sales of nano-
tubes to more than 300 companies and universities engaged in prototype
testing for applications. Some of the early products will likely include elec-
tromagnetic shields in cellular telephones and laptop computers, thinner
flat-panel displays in televisions and computers, electrostatic dissipation
in plastics, and memory products for new generations of computers.

Molecular Electronics Corporation (MEC) is opening a new era
of computing with the creation of ultrafast, minimal-power molecular
computers. Imagine retrieving information stored on individual mol-

ecules. Libraries of data could be housed in a speck no bigger than a
pinhead containing a billion trillion molecules. MEC has demonstrated
it can produce self-assembling molecules—similar to biological cell

structures—that exhibit properties of a semiconductor. The molecules
can hold a charge and act like a switch capable of being turned on and
off repeatedly—a critical logic gate for digital

manipulation. MEC believes that molecular

electronics will eventually complement the

silicon-based transistors, diodes, and connec-

tors of conventional microelectronic circuitry.

The company was founded by James Tour, the

Chao Professor of Chemistry at Rice, and lead-

ing scientists at Yale and Pennsylvania State

Universities. MEC currently is forming strategic

alliances with industry partners determined

to commercialize a technology that's already

sending ripples around the globe.

Nanospectra Biosciences, Inc. is a start-
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up company providing a dramatic new alternative to chemotherapy for
conquering cancer. The toxic molecules chemotherapy employs not only
attack the body's cancerous cells but also damage healthy ones, causing
pain and distress. Nanospectra Biosciences combines nanotechnology

with bioscience to yield specially engineered packages called nanoshells
that deliver therapy directly to—and only to—cancerous cells. The
nanoshells are minute, harmless particles of silica covered by a thin
coating of gold. Once attached to a tumor, near-infrared light—which
has no effect on tissue itself—is used to heat the shells and destroy the
cancer. The technique has successfully destroyed tumors in lab mice. The
company has partnered with the University of Texas M.D. Anderson Can-
cer Center to perfect the technique for humans. Nanoshells were invented
by Naomi Halas, the Stanley C. Moore Professor in Electrical Engineering
and Chemistry. Jennifer West, associate professor of bioengineering, co-
developed the medical applications of nanoshells that led to the forma-
tion of Nanospectra Biosciences.

BUILDING WEALTH FOR RICE AND HOUSTON

A

RICE
ALLIANCE

,f"TE CHNOLOGYand
EN T RE P RE N EU RS I P

The flagship Rice Alliance event
is the Technology Innovation
Forum, held four to six times a
year on campus.

Boudreaux and Rice entrepreneurs work

closely with the university's most ambitious

outreach program ever—the Rice Alliance for

Technology and Entrepreneurship, a collabora-

tive effort of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School

of Management, the George R. Brown School of

Engineering, and the Wiess School of Natural

Sciences. It provides all the nuts-and-bolts

information every entrepreneur launching a

technology business needs to know—product

evaluation, business plan development, man-

agement fundamentals, marketing strategies,

0



V
and sources for capital and coaching.

The flagship Rice Alliance event is the Technology Innovation Fo-

rum, held four to six times per year on the Rice campus. Presenters are

selected solely on their ideas for business ventures, which may come from

Rice faculty, staff, students, alumni, or entrepreneurs in the Houston com-

munity. The audience—composed of advisors, investors, mentors, entre-

preneurs, and service providers—listens intently and provides feedback.

suggestions, and in many cases, extensive support.

The Rice Alliance is the brainchild of Steve Currall, the William

and Stephanie Sick Chair in Entrepreneurship and associate professor of

management, psychology, and statistics at the Jones School. He was in-

spired in 1997, he says, by an article in Fortune magazine about Stanford

University's amazing ability to spin out one company after another into

and the University of Houston business incubator programs.

"The Rice Alliance has been a major contributor to the entire Hous-

ton technology community," says Paul Prison, president of the Houston

Technology Center. "We were several years behind Silicon Valley, but I

think we're catching up fast. We've seen the formation of several more

venture capital companies here in the past two years, indicative of people

with money wanting to deploy it into new ventures."

TRADITIONAL PARTNERSHIPS STILL VIBRANT

Despite the economic doldrums of the past three years in the U.S.,

Rice's research environment bustles with activity due to funding by the

—

STEVE CURRALL,

the William and Stephanie

Sick Chair in Entrepreneur-

ship, father of the Rice

Alliance for Technology

and Entrepreneurship

Silicon Valley—Sun Microsystems, Silicon Graphics, Cisco Systems, Yahoo,

and many more. Currall figured that Rice, although less than half the size

of Stanford, could do the same kind of wealth building in Houston with the

school's superb faculty, students, and advanced technologies.

"At the time, we weren't even in the game. Rice was relatively insular

even then," recalls Currall, who helped launch the Rice Alliance in 1999.

"Today, there's an explosion of technology entrepreneurship activity in

Houston. We see a cross-pollination of world-class talent at our events that

may be unrivaled." Rice Alliance participants hear from seasoned pros

from the energy industry, the Texas Medical Center, NASA, and key technol-

ogy companies across the U.S. There's also a great deal of synergy between

the Rice Alliance and the city's growing infrastructure for entrepreneurship,

which includes the Houston Technology Center, the MIT Enterprise Forum,

A

federal government—mainly the National Science Foundation—and the

university's traditional corporate partners. Research expenditures have ris-

en steadily for the past five fiscal years at Rice, from $44.8 million in 1998

to $54.4 million in 2002, according to the Office of Sponsored Research.

During that period, about 72 percent of sponsored funds came from the

federal government, a little under 10 percent from the State of Texas, and

6.7 percent from industry. The rest came from corporate and foundation

gifts and grants to the university.

Rice's corporate partners generally have three purposes on campus:

to reap the benefits of top-notch research, build personal relationships

with distinguished faculty members, and find talented students for future

recruitment

One of the most visible companies at Rice is Schlumberger, the
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global technology services firm. The company and its foundation began
to provide substantial funds to the university in the mid-1970s and have
since spent more than $2 million on science and engineering research gifts,
student competitions, fellowships, two faculty chairs, and programs at the

Women's Resource Center. A good source for jobs, the company regularly
sends Rice interns to Houston-area offices, the heart of its technology de-
velopment operations, as well as to France, the UK, and China. Its current

research projects at Rice include new investigations in the use of magnetic
resonance in oil wells and security of wireless communications from off-
shore drilling rigs. "We have a very warm, comfortable relationship with

Schlumberger at many levels here," says Kathleen Matthews, dean of the
Wiess School of Natural Sciences.

Numerous other companies and foundations also are contributing to

projects at Rice. Among them: National Instruments, one of the world's most
successful makers of measurement and automation tools for scientists and

engineers. "We want a relationship with Rice in areas where their interests
align with ours so we get the biggest win—win for both sides," says Tim Deh-
ne '87, the company's senior vice president for research and development.

Rice knows a lot about the Austin-based company's win—win philoso-

phy. National Instruments has funded fellowships and donated use of its
sophisticated hardware and software for labs and classes. And every year, the
company is among the top four recruiters of Rice graduates. "Rice grads fit
into our culture well. They're innovative, they won't accept the status quo,
and they want to figure out how things work," says Dehne. "We have 54
talented graduates in positions all over the company, including senior man-

agement and technical leadership roles. They advance quickly here."

Rice's growing relation-

ship with corporate

partners provides the

university with major

funding, extensive

cross-pollination

in research, intern-

ships for students,

op -

for

and career

portunities

graduates. TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

the blossoming high-tech landscape at Rice. Nokia, the leader in mobile

communications and a major contributor to Rice research grants since

1995, is presently working with faculty and students to develop the next

generation of wireless devices, such as cellular phones and handheld PCs,

which will feature dramatic improvements in accessing voice, text, video,

graphics, and games. Intel, combined with funding from the National Sci-
ence Foundation, has provided a grant to build a supercomputer on campus
that will rank among the world's fastest—a one-teraflop machine capable
of one trillion floating-point operations per second. And Hewlett-Packard,
through the Hewlett Foundation, has given $1 million to support Rice's
Connexions Project, an initiative to provide innovative, high-quality teach-
ing modules to anyone in the world for free over the Web.

Some companies are close to funding their first sponsored research

A

From a recruiting standpoint, Dehne has witnessed firsthand Rice's

growing influence in the Houston economy. "The start-ups helped by the
university are involved in exciting new technologies. We're seeing a lot more

recruits say they would like to stay in Houston and work for those compa-
nies," he says. "That was very strange to me. When I graduated in 1987 with

a double engineering degree, there were not that many attractive job oppor-
tunities in Houston to convince people to stay in the city. Rice is definitely

having an impact there."
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chief executive officer
of Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), a global supplier of
semiconductors, a Fortune 500 company, and Intel's
chief rival in a brutally competitive industry.

So what's it like to go to

work and sit at the helm of AMD

every day? "It's a lot like flying

an airplane," says Ruiz with a

laugh. "Ninety-five percent of

the time, it's fairly routine, but

five percent of it can be sheer

terror."

The routine part, he ex-

plains, is keeping an eye on the

books and handling day-to-day

business matters. The scary part

is "the realization that you're

responsible for the livelihood of

13,000 employees and that the

decisions you make will affect

not only the investors but the

many communities where we

build our products."

"Still," he adds, "we're

creating technologies that make

life better for us all. So it's an ex-

citing industry to be in. I love the
job." AMD's processors power

everything from mobile PCs to

new generations of servers, and

the company's flash memory is

critical to many of today's cell

phones, pagers, and automotive

control systems.

Ruiz has reached the pin-

nacle of his profession. But in

his climb to the top, he had to

make an astonishing journey

from the Mexican border town

of Piedras Negras, where he

grew up poor, his father a ranch

worker, his mother a secretary.

Ruiz's early ambition: to be an

auto mechanic. At age 15, for-

' tune smiled on him, and he met

a missionary, Olive Givin, who

taught him English in exchange

for housework. She also encour-

aged Ruiz to attend high school,

which he did by walking 45

minutes each way daily across

the border to Eagle Pass. He ex-

celled in school, and by the time

he graduated, he was named

valedictorian of his senior class.

As if she hadn't done

enough, Givin paid for Ruiz's

first year at the University of

Texas, where he received bach-

elor's and master's degrees in

electrical engineering. Ruiz then

pursued a doctorate in electri-
cal engineering at Rice. Forever

grateful to the missionary, he

dedicated his dissertation to her.

Ruiz's experience at Rice
was a happy one. The teachers

and students felt like a fam-

ily, and his sense of self-worth

flourished. From the school's

strong honor system, he learned
the value of trust. "If you trust

people," he asserts, "you get a

lot more than you might expect."

After he graduated in

1973, Ruiz went to Texas In-

struments in Dallas, where he

worked for five years in research
laboratories and manufacturing

operations. In 1977, he joined
Motorola as an operations man-

ager in a semiconductor facility
in East Kilbride, Scotland. He

A quickly rose through the ranks A

v and became president of the

worldwide Semiconductor Prod-
ucts Sector. While engineering
a landmark technology-sharing
agreement with AMD, Ruiz met

the company's founder, W. J.

Sanders III. Impressed with his

technical savvy and leadership

qualities, Sanders handpicked

Ruiz as his company's new

president and heir apparent

in January 2000. Ruiz lives in

Austin and commutes regularly

to company headquarters in

Sunnyvale, California. AMD has

about 25 engineers from Rice,

and "they're all pretty outstand-

ing employees," he says.

Ruiz stays in touch with

Rice faculty and speaks periodi-

cally at the university. He enjoys

being a role model for Hispanic

students, and he applauds Rice's

efforts to reach out beyond the

hedges. "I would like to see Rice

reach out even more and let

people know what a great place

it is," Ruiz comments. "It's still

a well-kept secret." He thinks

Rice has the potential of fulfilling

a role very much like Stanford's

in spawning new high-tech busi-

ness ventures. "Stanford is filled

with faculty who think that new

ventures are good for students,

good for the school, and good

for the country," says the AMD

president. "Rice might need a

little more of that attitude."
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The Office of Disability Support Services helps
make hisher education at Rice accessiole to al
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M
ost of us don't pay
attention to getting
around, especially in

a bounded area like the Rice
University campus. We simply
calculate the most convenient
route, then we walk offin that
direction. Curbs, steps, and
narrow or heavy doors, when
we encounter them, are just
parts of the journey and barely
rate notice. For some people,
though, impediments like
these are barriers not only to
the journey but to the services,
benefits, and rewards that lie
beyond.

Accessibility for students, employees, and visi-

tors is important to Rice, and the university

takes its lead in this area from the Americans

with Disabilities Act of 199 0 (ADA). This civil -

rights-based legislation was enacted to protect

individuals with disabilities against discrimina-

tion in areas of employment, housing, educa-

tion, transportation, communication, health

services, and public services. In spirit, the ADA

emphasizes dignity and inclusion, and its guide-

lines mandate particular structural features in

new buildings and encourage the removal of

"architectural barriers in existing facilities,

including communications barriers that are

structural in nature, where such removal is

readily achievable, i.e., easily accomplishable

and able to be carried out without much dif-

ficulty or expense."
It is Rice University policy, administered in

part through the Office of Disability Support

Services, to make reasonable efforts to accom-

modate anyone with disabilities who spends

time on campus. Because Rice University serves

a wide range of individuals, its staff has op-

portunities for collaboration in pursuing ADA

compliance goals and meeting the individual

needs of Rice community members. "We are

working to better foresee and provide for the

needs ofstudents, employees, and visitors," says

Jean Ashmore, director of Disability Support

Services. "We are trying to send the message

that we are anticipating possible needs by

preparing for near-time challenges."
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In addition to helping ensure equal access

to education for individuals with disabili-

ties, the ADA and other legislation, includ-

ing the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and

the Individuals with Disabilities Education

Act in 1997, have catalyzed an increase in

postsecondary enrollment among students

with disabilities. This fact is borne out by

the U.S. Department of Education and

the National Center for Education Statis-

tics. In 1994, approximately 45 percent

of people age 16 or older who reported

having a disability either attended college

or completed a bachelor's degree or higher.

In contrast, only 29 percent reported doing

so in 1986.
An estimated 428,280 students with

disabilities were enrolled at two- and four-

year postsecondary educational institu-

tions from 1996 to 1998. One quarter

of the reported disabilities were mobility,

sight, speech, or hearing related, and more
than half were learning disabilities, such
as dyslexia or attention deficit disorder.
The majority of these students attended
medium to large public institutions, per-
haps due to the perception that larger

public institutions are better equipped
to handle the needs of students with dis-

abilities. That perception does not nec-
essarily reflect reality, however, and with

the number of students with disabilities

attending postsecondary institutions on

the rise, work is being done at Rice to

prepare for future needs.

"Rice has a relatively low enrollment of

students with disabilities," Ashmore says,

"but we must continue to enhance acces-

sibility on campus both to accommodate

the students and to make ourselves attrac-

tive to all prospective qualified students."

Currently, only about 1 percent of the stu-

dent population at Rice has a documented

disability, but Ashmore says that the true

number may be considerably higher. There

are no requirements that students make

such information known. In fact, asking

about a disability during the application

process is unethical, even illegal, although

applicants are free to disclose that informa-

tion if they choose.
Once accepted to the university, incom-

ing students are invited to contact the Office

of Disability Support Services if individual

arrangements or modifications are needed.

Many students, Ashmore notes, have de-

veloped their own coping techniques over

the years to overcome situations such as

dyslexia or attention deficit disorder and

do not seek the university's help.
For those who do choose to self -identify,

Ashmore works to take every reasonable

step to ensure that the student's disability

will not hinder his or her experience at Rice.
In meeting the needs ofstudents, the office

takes into account many issues, including

student living environments, classrooms,

faculty contacts, and campus accessibility

as it relates to each student's abilities. All

these issues and more must be addressed

in a way that covers the four or five years

of the student's Rice experience. Modifica-

tions or arrangements include customizing

a dorm room or changing a class location

to meet the student's physi-
cal abilities, ensuring that
visually impaired students
have permission and equip-
ment to tape class lectures,
and giving extra time on
exams to students who deal

Rice is working to
implement general
improvements to facilities
and make buildings
open and usable by all
members of the universi
community.

with certain types of learning disabilities.
University employees are another group

that benefits from ADA legislation. Rea-
sonable accommodations, if not an undue
burden, are provided for job applicants and
employees with disabilities so that they
can complete the application process or
perform their work.
"It takes a lot of attention and effort

to design accommodations to meet all
of the possible needs, but it is worth
it," says Mary Cronin, associate vice
president for Human Resources. "It
takes some creativity, but solutions are
possible." With healthcare privacy issues
and ever-increasing levels of employee
confidentiality, however, the conversation
often must begin with the employee.
Once employee disabilities are known,

Rice can offer a wide variety of options
to assist qualified employees, including
those with or recovering from short-
term disabilities. For faculty and staff

needs, planning is usually limited to the
employee's work environment. More
often than not, these arrangements are
handled at the supervisory level and can
be readily addressed once the employee
makes the initial request. Some solutions
are as simple as custom office chairs.
Other more high-tech options include
computer monitor enhancements, special
software, or tailored tools.

Assistive listening devices to enhance
hearing are available to students, faculty,
and visitors through the Office ofDisability
Support Services. Braille embossers and

graphic-raising technologies that use
heat and special paper to create a raised
tactile image for the visually impaired
also can be found there. Additional
adaptive technologies located in
Fondren Library include large-
print readers with zoom text and

screen-reading software.
Making special accessibility

arrangements for campus visi-

tors, however, is one area that

remains a challenge for Rice. A

major hurdle is learning ahead

of time that an accommodation is

needed. Requests often come at

the last minute, but the university

attempts to handle each request

promptly and compassionately. "Of

course, if we can find out sooner, that's

even better," says Russell Barnes, direc-

tor of Equal Employment Opportunity

Programs and Affirmative Action.

Disability Support Services advises

departments that are planning programs

or events to include statements in their

promotional materials that encourage

registrants who need physical accommo-

dations to contact the office in advance.

Disability Support Services also can help

arrange necessary adjustments and provide

disability-related information, including an

online campus accessibility map.
But a map is not the territory, and real-

world accessibility entails an understanding

of needs, careful planning, and logistics.

Rice is working to implement general im-

provements to facilities and make buildings

open and usable by all members of the uni-

versity community. Many mobility-enhanc-

ing accommodations such as cut ramps and

automatic door openers are not necessarily

obvious in ADA-compliant buildings, but
they promote integration and often become

preferred features well beyond the popula-
tions they were meant to serve.
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Luiza Maal, staff architect with the facilities and engineering
department at Rice and also a mother, points out, "If you're a
parent pushing a stroller, you very quickly learn where the cut
ramps are and which floors of a shopping mall have automatic
door openers." A patron carrying a stack of books into a library
is grateful for the automatic door openers. Delivery people can
appreciate ramps that replace stairs. People in noisy, crowded
environments are helped by elevator signals that beep as well as
light up when the elevator arrives. Moreover, the height of hooks
and elevator buttons, for example, can be helpful to anyone,
disabled or not. Rice's efforts in this area also serve students and
teachers with the Rice School of Continuing Stud-
ies, which draws a wide range of participants
from the Houston area, especially senior
citizens with age-related difficulties in
hearing or moving.
"Some changes are more visible

than others, but we're always do-
ing little things," says Maal. "The
general population benefits from
the ADA. It's a good law"
New buildings are easiest to

make compliant because en-
hancements for accessibility
are not obtrusive structural
afterthoughts but are integral
to the design and aesthetics.
Rice buildings constructed
since the passage of the
ADA have been designed
to incorporate accessibility
features noted in the law.
At Duncan Hall, for

instance, a gently sloping
sidewalk gracefully signifies
the grandeur of the entry
while offering an alterna-
tive to impassible steps.
Automatic doors facili-
tate entry, and inside,
acoustic-enhancing
classroom architec-
ture and new gadgetry,
such as individually
adjustable earphones and
large-screen computers, serve people with hearing difficulties or
visual impairments.
In the colleges, cost and space constraints prohibit making

all rooms ADA compliant, but many rooms now exist to serve
students with physical limitations. In the two new college build-
ings—Martel, which opened last spring, and Wiess, which opened
last fall—a typical floor plan of a four-bedroom suite with an
adapted room will have one larger bedroom in which a wheelchair
can turn around and an additional bathroom equipped with a
wheelchair-accessible shower and toilet. The front doors to all
suites are wider than usual to ensure that students using wheel-
chairs can visit friends throughout the college, and all signage in
Martel and Wiess are in Braille as well as in type.
The new wings currently under construction at Jones and

Brown Colleges also will have improved accessibility for dis-
abled users. Lovett College has an accessible commons area
and student room. And other older residence halls, including
Baker, Will Rice, and Hanszen Colleges, are being considered
for renovations to make them welcome residential choices for
students of any physical ability. Even the masters' houses are
getting some attention. The new masters' houses for Martel
and Jones Colleges have wheelchair-accessible entries, common
areas, kitchens, and bathrooms, making them suitable venues
for college gatherings.
"As of fall 2002, five colleges out of the nine will have acces-

sible rooms," Ashmore says. "I feel that with the opening of
these two new colleges we will have a good distribution

of available rooms."
ADA compliance is not always an easy goal

given the practical matters and age of the Rice
campus. Renovating existing structures, espe-
cially historically significant ones built long
before accessibility needs were commonly
understood, is difficult and can come at a
high price in terms of dollars and assign-
able space. For example, a ramp allows
fora maximum one-inch rise in height for
every 12-inch run in length. This slope
provides a far gentler incline than the
usual one-inch rise to two-inch run of
standard stairs but requires more room.
Inside buildings, wheelchair-accessible
classroom desks must be larger than
their traditional-design counterparts,
just as accessible bathroom stalls need
more room than others.
Providing equal access to the main

entries of some of the oldest buildings,
where stairs are an integral facet of the
design and space for ramps improbable,
continues to be a challenge, but these
difficulties are being addressed. Work

is now under way on many older
campus buildings, and by the end
of 2002, Herring Hall met the
same standards the ADA sets for
new buildings. At Rayzor Hall, a
better ramp has improved the ex-
terior approach and entry. In older

buildings, the best compromise is to leave the appearance of the
exterior almost the same but to design innovative changes inside.
At Keck Hall and Rayzor Hall, this approach has preserved the
architectural character of familiar buildings, while allowing the
interiors to better serve their users.

Building by building, renovations further improve entry by
making accessible doorways and other features central parts of
design rather than afterthoughts, adding accessible bathrooms
where possible, and adapting more offices, classrooms, and resi-
dential college rooms for use by people with any range of physical
ability. At present, most older campus buildings have at least one
ADA-compliant bathroom, an elevator, and an entrance ramp.
The oldest buildings, the ones that most symbolize Rice,

are proving to be the most difficult to make accessible. Lovett
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Hall, for example, which is probably the best-known and

most-photographed building on campus, is unmistakably

tied to the university's image and iconography. Completed

in 1912, however, it presents several obstacles to accessibil-

ity and provides the chief example of the conflict between

reducing mobility restrictions and respecting the campus's

traditional architecture.

The central arch at Lovett, fondly known as the Sallyport,

is an essential part of Rice's history and culture. However,

it divides the building in half; people who want to go from

one wing to the other must exit the building and use a

separate doorway to reenter. And that isn't easy. Lovett's

narrow entries, heavy doors, and steep stairs are prohibi-

tive to some and impassible to visitors in wheelchairs, and

the building's only elevator serves just one wing. Limited

interior space further hinders plans to enhance accessibility.

Most improvements will require a reduction in assignable

space. However, viable options for solving these

challenges are being reviewed.

"Some changes are more visible
than others, but we're always
doing little things. The general
population benefits from the
ADA. It's a good law."

LUIZA MAAL, STAFF ARCHITECT,

FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT,

RICE UNIVERSITY

Identifying and developing solutions to problem areas is

a joint effort taken on by facilities and engineering, outside

consultants, architecture firms, students, employees, and

visitors. Manager of architecture and engineering John Posch

routinely walks the campus with Maal and Ashmore to ensure

that things such as failed sidewalks and foundation shifts do

not become barriers or liabilities for the university. "It's an

issue of compliance and meeting the needs of the Rice com-

munity, in balance with budgetary and space priorities of the

university" says Posch. "It's not an easy task, but it is the right

thing to do."
Although the ADA regulation presents challenges to the

university, those challenges are being met with a high degree

of commitment to dignity and inclusion. Accommodating stu-

dents, employees, and visitors with a range of abilities expands

the background and life experience represented at Rice. And

as the changes unfold on campus, Rice can open its doors to a

more diverse community that makes a Rice education a more

relevant experience for all members of its community.

Tips on Service Animals

Service animals are not pets but highly
trained aids to the people they serve. A
well-meaning bystander can interfere all
too easily with that partnership by not
understanding the animal's need to focus its
attention while on the job.

Sophomore political science and philosophy major Mark Guetzow suggests a
quick hint about how to act around a service animal: Just look for a harness.

When you see his nine-and-a-half-year-old black lab Tory or any other
service animal wearing a harness, you know that the animal is working.
That's when to resist the temptation to pet Tory, call her name, offer
food, or distract her in any way from her mission to help Guetzow get
around the Rice campus in his wheelchair. Even when she seems to be

resting at Guetzow's feet, Tory must stay alert to her master's needs.
But play breaks are as important to service animals as they are to

humans on the job, and when you see Tory free of the harness, you can
be assured she's off duty. That's when Guetzow's friends at Lovett College
know that Tory appreciates a tossed ball or a scratch behind an ear, just like
most other dogs.

The "harness signal" is not random. Throughout service animal's
intense training, they are taught to identify a harness with duty. They, too,
recognize that wearing the harness requires them to tune out distractions from
their environment, including those from humans or other animals.

In addition to Guetzow's advice, here are tips from the Delta Society,
a nonprofit organization based in Renton, Washington, that promotes the
bond humans have with service and therapy animals:

• Always speak first to the person instead of directly addressing the animal,
but don't be offended if your comments are not enthusiastically followed up.
Some people welcome a chance to tell strangers about their animal; others are
more naturally reticent.

• Don't touch either the animal or the person without permission. Petting
the animal is distracting, and touching the person may be
misunderstood as an assault.

• Never bark, meow, whistle, or make other noises.
Besides potentially distracting the animal from its
work, that behavior is impolite.

• If you are uncomfortable around dogs or other
animals, position yourself away from the service
animal. If you are at your job, ask a colleague to
serve the person in your place.

• If the service animal barks, growls, or otherwise
seems to forget its manners, find out what happened
before you take action. the animal may have been doing
its job. For example, some dogs bark once or twice to alert their
owners to oncoming seizures.

• If other people complain about the animal's presence, explain that the animal
provides medically necessary assistance and that U.S. low protects the
person's right to bring the service animal in public places.

For other information about service animals, see http://www.deltasociely.org.
-SALLY STRONG
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If you remember the sociology faculty as some of Rice's best, their exceptional array of teaching awards proves you're not alone.

r
By David D. Medina

Bill Martin has a simple philosophy about
teaching: Be prepared, be kind and courteous
to students, make them feel comfortable in a
classroom, and remember their names. Judging
from his treasure chest of prizes, that recipe has
worked well for the sociology professor throughout
his 35 years at Rice. Martin has won 11 teaching
awards, including seven George R Brown Prizes:
four for Superior Teaching, two for Teaching
Excellence, and the prestigious Lifetime Award, which
precludes him from winning further Brown Awards.
These prizes are based on votes by Rice alumni.

Martin is one of several sociology professors who
have entered the pantheon of Rice's great teachers.
Chandler Davidson, Elizabeth Long, and Stephen
Klineberg also have won an extraordinary number

e
of teaching awards. In fact, they have won so many
that their combined efforts have made the sociology
department one of the best-recognized teaching
departments at Rice University.

Since the sociology department was established
as an autonomous unit at Rice in 1971, it has won 31
university-wide teaching awards. In absolute numbers,
the department has won more Brown awards than all but
three departments in the university—English, political
science, and history. "On a per capita basis," Davidson
points out, "sociology, with its current faculty of seven
members, has done very well in terms of Brown prizes
won since the inception of the award in 1967."

Although the sociology department may be small,
it has taught more than 12,000 students over the years,
and about 600 of those have majored in the discipline.
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In addition, the quality of many of those students has

been superb. Since 1991, two have won Rhodes Schol-

arships, one has received a Fulbright scholarship, two

have won Watson Fellowships, and two have been

elected president of the Student Association—one in

two successive years. Davidson notes a certain inexpli

cable symmetry in awards that he jokingly

attributes to the department's good karma:

"Our first major to win a Fulbright was Kathy

Kobayashi '72. Our most-recent one, exactly 30

years later, was Jenny Kaya, like Kathy, a Japanese

American with a last name beginning with 'K." Many

more students have pursued doctorates at universities

such as Harvard, Yale, Duke, Princeton, Berkeley,

University of Chicago, and University of North

Carolina. Some now teach sociology. Others have

become doctors, journalists, lawyers, entrepreneurs,

schoolteachers, and law enforcement officers.

But teaching is only part of what the sociology

department is known for. Research has been an im-

portant concern for the department since its begin-

ning. Department members regularly publish articles

in the discipline's top scholarly journals as well as in

popular magazines such

as Harper's and The

Atlantic, and they have

written and edited

numerous books, in-

cluding three that won

national prizes.

The Harry and Hazel

Chavanne Professor

of Religion and Public

Policy, Bill Martin has

written six books and

about 150 articles and

has given hundreds of

talks about the sociol-

ogy of religion and

criminology. His book

A Prophet With Honor:

The Billy Graham

Story, first published in

1991, will be reissued

soon with four new chapters covering the last 10

years of Graham's career. A 1996 book, With God

on Our Side, was a companion volume to the PBS

series of the same title.

Ever since he was a freshman in college, Martin

wanted to be a teacher. "I had this professor who was

so excited and involved in what he was doing, and he

conveyed that to me. I thought, 'This is wonderful. I

can go to college the rest of my life and have it count

for work.'"

Martin is now passing that same excitement on

to his students. He especially loves teaching intro-

ductory sociology and always volunteers to teach the

course—a task usually reserved for junior members in

many departments. "You have a chance to introduce

them to a field that is infinitely fascinating," he says,

"and for me, getting to start from scratch is a great

deal of fun."

Martin takes extraordinary measures to get to

know his students. In the first couple of classes, he

shoots individual pictures of his students—sometimes

as many as 120 in one semester—and by the end of

the first week, he knows their names.

He also asks them to

write on a 5"x8" card

interesting or unusual

things about their lives,

such as having lived in

another culture. He has

them write a short paper

about a subculture they

belong to—for example,

a swimming or music

club. In his sociology

of religion class, Martin

has them describe their

religious backgrounds

and indicate the current

intensity of their

religious beliefs. In his

criminology course,

students write about

their experience with

the law. He uses that

information to get to

"Student
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know the students

better, which makes it

easier to engage them

in a discussion and

share their knowledge

with other students.

"Students like to be

acknowledged as indi-

viduals," Martin says.

Matthew Men-

denhall '99, who

studied medicine at

Stanford University,

certainly appreciated

that courtesy. "I was

amazed at the time

he invests in learning

every student's name;

I was terrified because

I could no longer

hide in the crowd and

blend in as a number,"
Mendenhall says.

"Beginning with the

first day, Dr. Martin was treating us

colleagues and friends."

Teaching, says Chandler Davidson, is just plain hard
work, and if you don't love it, then you probably

won't do a good job. Davidson chairs the sociology

department, is the Ftadoslav A. Tsanoff Professor of

Public Affairs, and has won six university-wide teaching

awards. He has written several books and numerous

articles, and his works on minority voting rights have

been cited in eight U.S. Supreme Court opinions.

Among the reasons Davidson enjoys teaching,

besides the obvious ones of seeing his students learn

and grow as human beings, is that it helps him organize

and analyze his material better, which in turn helps

him with his research.

When he started teaching at Rice 37 years

ago, he says, he often felt overwhelmed. But
his demanding students have helped him learn.
"I feel that any Rice classroom I walk into will

contain some students who are smarter than I am,"

"I feel that any Rice classroom 1
I walk into will contain some students
who are smarter than I am. So I work

hard to prepare good lectures."

as both

he explains."So I work

hard to prepare good

lectures."

Nancy D. Safer '69,

now executive direc-

tor for the Council for

Exceptional Children

in Arlington, Virginia,

remembers Davidson

as being an excellent in-

structor, one who gave

her the opportunity

to discuss social issues

inside and outside the

classroom. "Davidson

was able to convey

sociological principles

that helped me see the

multiple dimensions

of civil rights issues,"

she says.

In teaching her courses,
Elizabeth Long always

tries to show her students why the material she

teaches is conceptually exciting and worth know-

ing and caring about. Long has won six teaching

awards. She has written The American Dream and

the Popular Novel and edited From Sociology to Cul-

tural Studies: New Perspectives. She received a National

Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship to write

Book Clubs: Women and the Uses of Literature in

Everyday Life, which will be published this spring by

the University of Chicago Press.

"I try to get students to think critically for them-

selves," says Long. "Which means they must know

enough about the material to be able to engage with

it at a level above superficial knowledge." That way,

she explains, they can evaluate what they are thinking

about and consider how useful it is for them as they

expand their understanding of the world.

Long says she discusses issues that matter to

the students. "I see sociological thinking as being in

dialogue with the social world, so I try to make that

come alive for people in the way that I present the
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material," she says. "I always try to empower students

and make them think that they can be part of a broader

conversation that has an implication in the world."

Most of her students who have majored in

sociology have used their knowledge to

expand on the social dimensions of their

careers, Long says. "A lot of students who go into

law and medicine are interested in serving

underrepresented populations." Many of her

students are doing social work, public health,

educational policy, and education. More and more,

she says, are entering the information technology

business sector.

Rice alumna Laura Nghiem '92 received her

master's degree in 1995 in international

political economy and development from Fordham

University. She lives in California, where she works in the

business intelligence software industry. "I found

Elizabeth Long's reading selections to be very good

and relevant," Nghiem says. "She picked important

articles and writings, she

didn't just rely on some

textbooks, and she put

thought into balancing

the load—the readings

were there for a reason

and not just busy work.

Long exposed you to

sociological articles and

thinkers that were not

only really discussed in

the class but whose theo-

ries have made a mark on

the field of sociology."

One reason the sociol-

ogy department has won

so many teaching awards,

says Stephen Klineberg,

is that the subject mat-

ter itself is so interesting.

"It is so central to human

experience, the coming

together of biography

and history, the whole

sense of understanding your life through the socio-

logical imagination," he says.

Klineberg has won eight teaching awards in his 30

years at Rice. In 1982, he initiated the annual Houston

Area Survey to explore the way area residents are respond-

ing to social change. He also has conducted extensive

research on Houston's ethnic communities and has

directed the biennial Texas Environmental Survey since

1990. Klineberg is completing a book on his research

titled Making Sense of Our Times: A Study of Attitude

Change in the Houston Area. His research is in high

demand, and he gives about a hundred talks a year on

his findings.

Along with an interesting subject matter, you also

need professors who are excited about their work and

can convey that excitement, says Klineberg. In his

teaching, he tries to connect his classroom to the central

issues that are shaping the world. "There's a kind of

mission in helping to enhance students' awareness and

understanding of the world," he says.

Klineberg wants

to make sure that his

students appreciate that

there are many distinct

yet valid ways of see-

ing the world, invok-

ing an adage from the

mathematician and phi-

losopher Alfred North

Whitehead: "Every way

of seeing is always a way

of not seeing; every

insight is a blindness."

"Different perspec-

tives enable you to ask

certain questions that

are much more difficult

to ask from another per-

spective," he explains.

Asking provocative

questions is one way of

stimulating interest in

his class. He also listens

carefully to what the

students have to say, and

"I see sociological thinking as being in

dialogue with the social world, so I try to

make that come alive for people in the

way that I present the material."
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he organizes his material in a way that is easy for stu-
dents to grasp. Klineberg gives them a study guide that
contains the most important quotes from the readings.
"The study guide gives a coherence and focus to our
discussions and connects the central ideas in the course,
so that students can see how they hang together."

As some of the senior members of the sociology
department approach retirement, there is great
optimism that the high teaching standards set by the
department will continue with its junior members.
"We've hired some very interesting younger people,"
says Davidson. He feels that the newer members—
Associate Professors Michael Emerson and Katharine
Donato and Assistant Professor Bridget Gorman—will
soon be winning their share of the Brown prizes.

A snapshot of each member shows the
diverse talents they bring to the department.
Donato is conducting important funded research on
the health consequences of Mexico—U.S. migration,
and her affiliation with the University of San Luis Po-
tosi, in the city where
she recently spent
time as a Fulbright
fellow, helps her
maintain close ties
with scholars in
both countries. She
has published widely
in both sociology and
demography jour-
nals and was the
recipient of sev-
eral teaching awards
at Louisiana State
University before
coming to Rice.

Emerson's re-
cently published book,
Divided by Faith:
Evangelical Religion
and the Problem of
Race in America, was
the cover story of a
national magazine,

Christianity Today, and won the Distinguished
Book Award of the Society for the Scientific Study of
Religion.

Gorman is the newest member of the faculty,
arriving in 2002. Her research and teaching interests
lie in the broad areas of social inequality, family, and
health during the course of life. Gorman and Donato
hold joint appointments at the University of Texas
School of Public Health.

"When we hire someone in this department,"
says Martin, "we expect them to do good research,
and we expect them to take their teaching seriously."
And his assessment of the junior faculty is that
they are destined for a bright future at Rice. As
department chair many years ago, Martin started a
procedure in which all teaching evaluations are made
available to all members of the department
with the intention of helping them improve their
pedagogical skills. That tradition has continued, and
he says he has seen "great feedback"from students
about all the newer members.

"There's a kind of mission in helping

to enhance students' awareness and

understanding of the world."

It is welcome

news as he and the

other senior sociology

faculty approach retire-

ment from a depart-

ment they have
worked so hard to

make a prized part
of Rice's academic

landscape. "When I

pull my hand out of
the water," he says,
"it's not going to

leave a big hole."
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First Impressions of Lasting Loyalty:

Rice's Outstanding Alumni!

Even before I stepped onto the Rice University campus

for the first time last August, I was impressed by the

reputation of the university. Anyone who knows Rice

understands. Exceptional students and faculty, inter-

nationally hailed curricula and research efforts, and

a pristine campus all contribute to a unique synergy

second to none. Rice is an exceptional place.

I joined Rice to assist the
effort to strengthen its re-
lationship with alumni. Be-
ing the new alumni director
is not unlike being a new
student. Although I have
not participated in Baker 13
or marched with the MOB,
and Zen Camacho did not
know three things about me
before I got here, as with
any new student, there is
much to quickly absorb
and embrace. And I know
I will be tested by the uni-
versity and, more importantly, by
Rice alumni as we move forward in
alumni programming.
I welcome the challenge as we

build on the successes of 2002,
which included the eighth annual
Alumni College weekend, record
attendance at homecoming, and
the introduction of family-ori-
ented trips into the Rice Alumni
Travel—Study Program, among
others.
The Association of Rice Alumni

(ARA) Board of Directors continues
to provide a strong vision for the
future. Together with the alumni
affairs team, we will find more ways

"I KNOW I WILL

BE TESTED

BY THE

UNIVERSITY

AND, MORE

IMPORTANTLY,

BY RICE

ALUMNI AS

WE MOVE

FORWARD

IN ALUMNI

PROGRAMMING."

to share news about the
university, provide op-
portunities for lifelong
learning, and encour-
age greater alumni
engagement with their
alma mater.
I was drawn to this

university for many of
the same reasons that
alumni initially chose
to attend Rice and now
choose to give back to
Rice. I look forward
to the opportunities

ahead and encourage your
input and involvement along
the way.

MARK E. DELOS REYES DAVIS
DIRECTOR, ALUMNI AFRAIRS AND

Lim VERSITr EVENTS

RICE NEXT
CENTURY

C MPAIGN

GOAL VS. PROGRESS

BALANCE
TO R AISE

15.4%
DE SrCIENNACTYOG

4.1%

ANNUAL
FUND

FACILITIES

24.2%

GOAL: $500 MILLION

PROGRESS: $423.1 MILLION
AS OF 1/31/03
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CAMPANIN

REUNION GIVING =

CAMPAIGN SUPPORT

• Each year, the eight reunion
classes raise a significant fraction of
all money raised for the Rice An-
nual Fund. In 2002, $1,489,774
in cash and pledges was received,
an increase of 80 percent over last
year.

• 200 alumni volunteered in 2002
to contact classmates for Rice's re-
union giving effort.

• CLASS OF 1962

64 percent participation
$368,971 cash and pledges
The highest participation rate ever
for a reunion giving class; most
money raised for a 40th reunion

• CLASS OF 1977

53 percent participation
$586,045 cash and pledges
The most money ever raised by a
reunion, non-Golden Anniversary
class; highest participation rate for
a 25th reunion

• CLASS OF 19132

51 percent participation
$121,472
The highest participation rate for
a 20th reunion

• CLASS OF 1997

37 percent participation
$29,395
The highest participation rate for
a 5th reunion

To learn more about how you
can volunteer for homecoming
and reunion, go to
http://alunmi.rice.edu and click
Get Involved.

"The fact that there are alumni out there who realize the
importance of new students and who care enough about
their alma mater to donate money to future classes says a
lot about them."

-GRANT THOMAS OFFORD 'OS

Coming Back,
Giving Back:

Homecoming and reunion. Both bring to mind vivid images of lively
football games and barbecues, handshakes and hugs with old college
friends, conversations with professors and tours of new buildings,
stories of college pranks and tight deadlines, and above all, a dem-
onstration of unmistakable pride.

Rice alumni are among the most loyal supporters that any university
could hope to have. From the volunteer help they give in a variety of
ways to the financial contributions they make, alumni ensure that Rice
remains the institution that they attended: an exceptional institution
in a stimulating—and fun—environment for learning and growing.

1
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Alumni involvement in homecoming and reunion is key to the success
of Rice: The Next Century Campaign. Contributions to reunion class
gifts presented at homecoming provide support to Golden Anniversary
scholarships and the Rice Annual Fund. In turn, those contributions
help us reach two campaign core priorities: increasing Annual Fund
and unrestricted gifts, and enhancing education and student life.
Once again, Rice alumni came through in a big way!

Rice Alumni
Set New Records

"I really appreciate all the hard work of the folks who

worked on our reunion committee. Their diligent efforts,

along with our $20,000 challenge for reaching 62 percent

participation, helped us exceed our goal."
-DICK WRIGHT 962

RIC E ,x-NEXTENTU

CAMPAIGN

COMING BACK TO CAMPUS

Homecoming Weekend 2002 was
eventful for a number of reasons:

• Total attendance for the weekend
was 3,489, up nearly 24 percent over
2001 attendance.

• Twenty-two percent ofundergradu-
ate alumni celebrating their reunions
were on campus.

• More than 400 graduate-only
alumni and students returned to Rice
for the first-ever homecoming week-
end events scheduled specifically for
them.

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORTS

STUDENTS

The Class of 1952 surpassed its
$500,000 goal to raise $621,700 to
create a scholarship in honor of its
50th anniversary. An impressive 69
percent of the class participated in
this five-year effort.

As a result, four Rice students received
Golden Anniversary Scholarships for
the 2002-03 school year:

• Laura Dominguez, a Will Rice
sophomore from San Benito, Texas

• Evan Hunt, a Jones sophomore
from Houston majoring in art and
English

• Grant Thomas Offord, a Will Rice
sophomore from Laredo majoring in
chemical engineering

• Rebecca Ann Villarreal, a Baker
sophomore from Fort Worth majoring
in psychology and religious studies
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Robert M. Taylor, Jr.

Year: 1974
College: Hanszen

Major: Architecture

Volunteer
Commitments:

chair, reunion
committee,
Class of 1974
chair, Class of 1974
first vice president/
Homecoming 2002

chair, Association
of Rice Alumni

Reunion Rewards

Volunteer Has a Blast Connecting
with Friends from the Past

Friendships have played an important role in shaping Robert Taylor's life.

Family friend George Pierce, a Hous-
ton architect and 1942 Rice gradu-
ate, inspired Robert to follow in his

footsteps. "My father would
take me up to George's

office, which I thought
was such an interesting
place," recalled Rob-
ert, who was raised
in Pierce, Texas
(pop. 49), where
meeting architects
was rare.
Another of his fa-

ther's friends wrote his
recommendation letter to

Rice. Robert laughed—a let-
ter from James A. Baker, III,
grandson of Rice's first chair-
man of the board of trust-
ees, Captain James Addison
Baker, probably didn't hurt
his chances of getting into
Rice. Interestingly enough,
he and his wife, Amy, now live
in a house that Captain Baker
and Murray Jones built in 1915 as a
wedding present to their children.
At Rice, Robert roomed with

fellow architecture student Leon-
ard Lane for three years. Robert
and Leonard, along with architec-
ture students Chuck Berg, Sharon
Perry Wise, and Bob Stinson, really
bonded during charette, an architec-
ture program tradition of working
long hours on final semester projects.
When not dancing and lip-synching
Supremes' songs during these sleep-
less nights, they dreamed of opening
their own firm.

In 1979, they did just that with
Chelsea Architects, a firm special-
izing in high-end residential and
commercial projects. Even though
their friends have now started sepa-
rate firms, Robert and Leonard still
work together at Chelsea Architects.
Robert is grateful that he has gotten
to work with his best friend for more
than 20 years.

Staying in touch with his class-
mates and other friends he's made
through his involvement with the
Rice Historical Society, Friends of
Fondren, and Owl Club motivates
Robert to volunteer with his class
reunion committees. In fact, he has

be proud of and Leonard wearing a
'fro. More than 100 people came to
the party.

This past year, Robert served as
homecoming chair. "Afterwards,Amy
and I said that if we were asked to do
it again, we'd say 'yes' in a heartbeat
because we had a blast." He added that

Jennifer Harding, homecoming
coordinator, did 99 percent of
the work, while he and Amy
got to attend the parties. In
fact, he said, one of the most
memorable parts of homecom-
ing was attending five reunion
parties with Bob Brandt and his
wife, Mary.

Robert is proud of the record
homecoming attendance, including
the hundreds of former graduate
students who came. He hopes future
events will build on this success.

Nurturing old friendships and
making new ones are important to
Robert. Even after he retires, he'll
continue meeting interesting people
in an unusual way that will fulfill a life-
long dream: "Instead of crisscrossing
the country in a Winnebago, we'll be
in a big rig."

"HOMECOMINGS AND REUNIONS

ARE MORE THAN JUST

FOOTBALL GAMES. THEY'RE

ABOUT SEEING YOUR FRIENDS:"

served as chair for all five of the Class
of 1974 reunions.
"Homecomings and reunions

are more than just football games.
They're about seeing your friends,"
he said. "I had a great time during
the phonathons. It's a chance to
call my classmates and friends—all
on Rice's phone bill. Sure, Task them
for money, but I also encourage them
to attend homecoming—and the re-
union party at my house."
The last party—the 25th reunion in

1999—had a '70s theme, with Robert
sporting locks Howard Stern would --LYNETTE JAMES

For more information about the campaign, go to http://www.rice.edu and choose Donor/Prospective Donor,
or call the Office of Resource Development at 713-348-4600.
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RDA Celebrates 30 Years of Advancing Architecture
and Urban Design in Houston

When David Crane became the dean of architecture at Rice University in 1972,
he saw a problem. Houston was fixated on expansion, but hardly anyone discussed
publicly what was being built, what ought to be built, or what the city as a whole
should be. There should be a way, he thought, to encourage that discussion.

Crane's idea turned into the Rice Design
Alliance (RDA), one of Rice's first com-
munity outreach organizations. RDA,
which turned 30 this past fall, began
as a group of academics and architects
that sponsored public forums and
lectures and addressed significant yet
under-discussed issues: land use, mass
transit, preservation, modern architec-
ture, zoning, flood control, air quality,
housing, and public art. Today, RDA
is 1,650 members strong, and some of
those discussions have led to obvious
results. At a 1998 RDA symposium on
mass transit, for example, Mayor Lee
Brown announced his willingness to
consider a rail system—a milestone for
transit-leery Houston.
In 1977, RDA launched lecture

programs featuring some of the world's
brightest—and often most controver-
sial—architects and critics. The lectures,
often presented to overflow crowds, gave
Houston its first opportunity to hear
architects such as Frank Gehry, Cesar
Pelli, Helmut Jahn, Steven Holl, and
Rem Koolhaas before they became
international superstars and Richard
Meier, Aldo Rossi, Robert Venturi,
Rafael Moneo, Renzo Piano, and Glenn
Murcutt before any of them had won
the Pritzker Prize, architecture's most
prestigious award.
The following year, RDA began

offering architectural tours of interest-
ing houses in historic neighborhoods
as well as themed tours that included
"Tin Houses," "Rancheros Deluxe,"
"Lofts," and "Modern Landmarks."
In 2000, RDA tours began taking off
for architectural visits to other cities and
even other countries.
RDA also began to directly promote

high-quality public spaces by sponsor-
ing design competitions. The first, in
1985, attracted 119 entries from across
the country and resulted in a design for

Houston's Sesquicentennial Park, north
of downtown along Buffalo Bayou. In
1992, Houston's Parks and Recreation
Department and the Friends of Her-
mann Park joined RDA to sponsor
"Heart of the Park," held in memory
of longtime Rice architecture dean 0.
Jack Mitchell. Designers were asked to
consider improvements for the scruffy
stretch between Hermann Park's Sam
Houston Monument and its Grand Ba-
sin. Because of the competition, noted
landscape architect Laurie Olin was com-
missioned to create a new master plan,
and the Heart ofthe Park improvements
will be realized next summer.
RDA created Cite: The Architecture

and Design Review of Houston in 1982.
In the first issue, the magazine—printed
on tabloid-sized newsprint—announced
its intention to be "a fo-
rum for the presentation
and criticism of issues
unique to the develop-
ing city." Fifty-five issues
later, Cite still presents
articles on planning, ar-
chitecture, the urban en-
vironment, and the city's
past and preservation,
now under the direction
of editorial chair Danny
Marc Samuels '71 and
managing editor Lisa
Gray '88.

William F. Stern, one of Cite's
founding board members, recalls
that the board settled on the title
Cite because the word "reverberated
with homonyms: 'site,' sight,' and
'cite,' not to mention how it works with
an accented final 'e' as a continental ver-
sion of 'city.'"
The photographer whose work has

most defined Cite since the magazine's
beginning is Paul Hester '71. In 1999,
RDA and the Menil Collection exhib-

ited Hester's photographs ofHouston.
A catalog essay by Doug Milburn '56
gave the show its haunting name:
"Elusive City."

Houston, of course, remains elusive.
The Rice Design Alliance has pursued
it for 30 years, but the chase is far from
over. The city still defies description,
much less planning. The discussions
that David Crane imagined 30 years
ago have only just begun.
For membership and program in-

formation, visit the RDA we bsite at
http://www.rda.rice.edu.

SYLIAN
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Bamboo Roof

Bamboo Roof, an installation at Rice
Gallery, brought the work of noted
architect Shigeru Ban to the city of
Houston for the first time. The project
was collaboratively executed by archi-
tecture students from Rice University
and the University of Houston.

Shigeru Ban first received international acclaim for his
visionary use of cardboard tubing as a building material.
He saw cardboard as "improved wood," and his struc-

tures have proven the strength of ostensibly fragile
paper; tubes that appear to be forms for concrete
columns instead become columns themselves,
while more slender, flexible lengths are used
to form arching networks.
Ban has utilized cardboard tubing in ev-

erything from a gallery for fashion designer
Issey Miyake to housing for the victims of the

Kobe earthquake. The two projects are seemingly
at opposite ends of the needs spectrum, one with

SHIGERU BAN high-end design as a priority and the other with basic
shelter as the primary goal. Ban's work asks us why those—

Arac.TEcre,

ToKro, JAPAN. things should be mutually exclusive.
Ban had been experimenting with cardboard tubes ever

since he used them as a low-cost alternative to wood in
his 1986 design for an Alvar Aalto exhibition. His first
cardboard building appeared in 1989, a columned arbor
for a Nagoya regional expo. In 1994, Ban began work as
a consultant to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) on the housing problems ofthe Rwandan refu-
gee crisis, becoming well-versed in the multidimensional
needs of refugees. He formulated the belief that "refugee
shelter has to be beautiful. Psychologically, refugees are
damaged. They have to stay in nice places." Cardboard
became a part of the solution.
The earthquake that hit Kobe six months later gave

Ban the opportunity to put his paper tube research into
practice. A very poor area populated by Vietnamese im-
migrants had been one of the hardest hit. The residents
were living under leaky plastic tarps in the cold, and
the neighborhood's church had been destroyed. The
UNHCR's original solution for refugee housing was to
send a plastic sheet, an instruction book, and an ax. Refu-
gees deforested vast areas trying to crib together shelter.
When the UNHCRconsidered sending substitute framing
materials like aluminum poles, there was the all-too-real

danger that the material could be diverted along the way
and sold by the unscrupulous for scrap.

Ban's use of cardboard tubes was an ingenious and
inexpensive solution because the materials often could be
salvaged from industry. With student labor, Ban quickly
built a community center and housing that had vertical
tube walls topped by a plastic tarp. The final product was
sturdy and functional—individual logs could be replaced
if damaged—but it also had a clean-lined elegance. In
Ban's view, traumatized people do not have to be limited
to the grimly functional—too often we view aesthetics
as a luxury only the affluent can afford. In his refugee
projects, Ban creates the best of all worlds with structures
that are cost-efficient, functional, aesthetically pleasing,
and environmentally friendly.
Ban also has employed paper in the creation of large-

scale public structures. Collaborating with German archi-
tect Frei Otto, he constructed a giant paper pavilion for
the environmentally themed EXPO 2000 in Hannover,
Germany. Created from a visible grid of cardboard tubing
covered by a shoji-screen-like paper skin, Ban's Japanese
Pavilion was dismantled and recycled at EXPO's close, in
keeping with the theme. In 2000, the Museum of Modern
Art in New York hosted the architect's 87-foot latticed
arch of paper tubing in its sculpture garden.

Rice Gallery director Kimberly Davenport had seen
Ban's work and was struck by his ideas. "The beauty
of the thinking captured me as much as the beauty of
the forms," she explains. The humanism that inspired
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Ban's refugee projects also feeds his desire to involve
students in the execution of many projects and made
a Ban installation especially well-suited for a university
gallery. Ban teaches architecture at Keio
Tokyo and has his students physically
execute real-world projects, continuing
the tradition of the student volunteers
who erected his Kobe housing projects.
The installation at Rice University was
realized through a dynamic collabora-
tion between first-year undergraduate
architecture students from the School
of Architecture at Rice and first-year
graduate architecture students from the
Gerald D. Hines College ofArchitecture
at the University of Houston, led by
their instructors: Nonya Grenader and
Danny Samuels from Rice and Donna
Kacmar and Bill Price from UH.
The Bamboo Roof installation at

Rice University is Ban's second mu-
seum project in the United States.
This time, instead of paper, he utilized
bamboo, another pro-environmental
material. Sections of bamboo flooring
were fastened into a flexible, open grid
held aloft by clusters of poles. Bamboo
is an eminently renewable resource; in
grows at a far quicker rate than wood

University in

PHOTOS: LAURA NESBITT AND SHIRAT MAVLIGIT

reality a grass, it
and is able to be

harvested in five years. The floorboards are fabricated
from narrow strips cut from the hollow bamboo logs.

Normally the design-to-build process for a project
takes two years. For the Rice project the timetable was

six months, with the final installation
executed over a three-week period. In
the end, the project involved more than
50 students, five architects, and two
engineers. Grant Suzuki of Shigeru
Ban's studio worked tirelessly with the
Houston team during the three-week
construction period. Transforming
the structure from drawing to reality
involved numerous faxes, phone calls,
and e-mails between three different
time zones: Ban's office in Tokyo, the
structural engineering firm Arup in
London, and the Houston team. In
moving from drawing to execution,
the project entailed problem solving
as well as construction as the plan
had to be adapted to locally available
materials while still holding true to
Ban's aesthetic.

Rice professor Nonya Grenader
described the process: "Our initial
information from Ban's Tokyo office

was diagrammatic, so we began constructing mock-ups,
testing various overlapping patterns, and involving our
freshman students so that we could better understand
the system. This sort of investigation of a system—test-
ing, examining problems and possibilities—was the real
lesson for the students. In executing the work full scale,
the students were able to see how a design idea moves
from paper to three-dimensional space." According to
Donna Kacmar, the project gave students an "apprecia-
tion of how difficult it is to fabricate something" and a
first-hand understanding of things like "the weight of
steel, the stress realized in the materials, and the physi-
cality of them."
The process ofworlcing together as a group was another

invaluable lesson. The project was successful because of
the strong cooperation between students and faculty.
Kacmar describes the collaboration as an intensely posi-
tive and productive experience for all involved. "There
was no hierarchy. Everybody was a leader and a follower
at different times."
Shigeru Ban's visit to the project and presentation of

a lecture were the culmination of the installation. But
perhaps the final measure of success is that after those
epic weeks of hard work, the students are begging for
another project.

-KELLY KiAASMEYER
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A Filmmaker's Presence

F'

Viewers of Houston's
PBS affiliate K1JHT must
have done a double take
in 1978 when they tuned
in to the locally produced
film Who Killed the Fourth
Ward? Rather than finding the urbane
Alistair Cooke, they saw a tall, somewhat
rawboned "host" named James Blue, a
handsome man who was dressed rather
absurdly in a classic detective trench coat.
What's more, the man was standing in
a slum, and he seemed puzzled as he
directed the viewer's gaze to the row of
dilapidated shotgun houses that extended
down the street behind him and then to
the city skyline just blocks away. How,
he wanted to know, was it possible for
a neighborhood situated this close to
Houston's celebrated downtown to be
so impoverished? Blue wasn't angry,
simply confused.

Blue, the Rice Media Center's found-
ing director, had come to Rice in 1969,
and over the years, his students and col-
leagues had learned not to be surprised
by anything he did. In fact, his career had
begun in a much more glamorous fashion,
and if he hadn't been such a thoroughly
unconventional character, he never would
have wound up in Houston at all, starting
a fledgling film program.

James Blue was born in Tulsa in 1930.
As part of the great "Okie" migration
west, the Blues wound up in Oregon,
where James graduated from college in
1955. By this time, he'd decided to be-
come a filmmaker, but few, ifany, academic
filmmaking programs existed in the U.S.
So Blue applied to the acclaimed Institut

des Hautes Etudes Cinematographiques
(IDHEC) in Paris, and he arrived there
just in time to catch the first crestings of
French film's New Wave, a philosophi-
cal and aesthetic movement that would
profoundly influence him. Surrounded by
classmates such as Roman Polanski, Blue
graduated in 1958, then moved to New
York. He didn't have much luck there,
so when another IDHEC alum called to
ask if he was interested in making a film
in Algeria, then in the violent throes of
breaking away from France, he packed his
bags. Working for only
$250 a month but given
a free artistic hand, the
young American direc-
tor shot the only French
film actually made in Al-
geria during the war, The
Olive Trees of Justice.
The film, which was

recently screened at the
Rice Media Center dur-
ing a symposium honor-
ing Blue and his work,
kept the daily violence
of the war mostly in the
background as it told its
story of an expatriate French—Algerian
who returns to Algiers to tend to his dy-
ing father. But in fact, Blue and his crew
experienced the war first-hand—ultraright
French nationalists bombed their offices
and facilities five times.
Even under these extremely difficult

conditions, Blue demonstrated the quali-
ties that would make him an internation-
ally, if not exactly widely, recognized
filmmaker. He worked very well with
nonprofessional actors, an approach he
would take to its ultimate conclusion in
Who Killed the Fourth Ward?, when he
literally turned his story over to the people
he was filming and made no attempt to
direct them at all.

In Olive Trees, Blue also showed his
grasp of film poetics as he composed
scenes of prewar Algerian farm life in

a manner that would have made John
Ford, who was one of his heroes, proud.
The documentary was a surprise hit at the
1962 Cannes Film Festival and shared
the Critics' Choice Palme d'Or. But the
film was not widely distributed because
the French public was simply not ready
for a film about the still-raging war.

Blue returned to the U.S. and began
making films for the United States Infor-
mation Service. In artistic documentaries
made for foreign audiences, Blue demon-
strated the mastery of visual composition

that he had learned in Paris. His films The
March on Washington, documenting Mar-
tin Luther King's celebrated civil rights
protest march, and A Few Notes on Our
Food Problem, an examination of the
possibility of an international food crisis,
were both visually striking—especially the
highly poetic Notes, in which images from
one scene bleed into images in the next in
a way that emphasizes the unity between
the film's subjects, farmers in Brazil, India,
and Africa who were falling behind in
their efforts to feed local populations.
But now Blue had begun to interject

himself into his films. Both March and
Notes featured Blue as narrator, his rich,
measured, voice sounding like a somewhat
less-hammy Charlton Heston—that is, like
the voice of a rather concerned God.

Notes was nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Documentary in 1968.
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With this honor and his Palme d'Or in
hand, Blue took a short-lived crack at
Hollywood. He taught filmmaking at the
American Film Institute and directed the
credit sequence for the big-budget film
Hawaii. But just when it seemed that
it was only a matter of time before he

made his mark on Tinseltown, Blue had

a radical change of heart. He said good-

bye to California and, in 1969, accepted

the invitation of Jean and Dominique de

Menil to come to Houston and start a

media center.
The call of the Menils—with their

invitation to a well-funded aesthetic ad-

venture—was notoriously seductive, but

still, Blue was giving up potential fame

and fortune to come to the cinematic
backwater of Houston. He might have

been a member of that group of early-
'70s American directors—Scorsese, Alt-
man, Spielberg, Bogdanovich—that for
a few years, at least, made Hollywood a
wide-open place to make personal movies.
Why did he give all that up?

First of all, as even a cursory reading of
the interviews that Gerald O'Grady, the
former Rice medievalist and film professor
who actually hired Blue on behalf of the

Menlls, put together for the symposium

reveals, Blue was a true intellectual who

felt comfortable lecturing on both film

history and technique. But perhaps the

more compelling reason is that Blue, for

all of his good looks, voice, and charisma,
was anti-Hollywood to his very core.

Brian Huberman, associate professor
of art, was brought to the Media Center
in 1977 after his graduation from the
National Film School of Great Britain
specifically to help film Who Killed the
Fourth Ward? He was immediately aware
of Blue's charisma and generally larger-
than-life qualities, and he remembers
asking him why he hadn't stayed in
Hollywood, where presumably he would
have thrived. "I got the impression that

he couldn't stand the people," Huber-

man says. "And he was not interested in

formulaic filmmaking. As an artist, he was
a free man."
At Rice, Blue began implementing what

Huberman refers to as "Jean de Menil's
vision" for the Media Center. At this
time, there were only three film schools
in the U.S.: the University of Southern

California, the University of California at
Los Angeles, and New York University.
These programs all trained students to
become commercial feature filmmakers.
But Menil and Blue had a different vi-
sion for Rice. "It was supposed to be a
'media' center, but not in the sense that
media is used today," Huberman says.
"Instead the center was supposed to be
the 'medium' through which filmmakers
connected with people."

Following Blue's lead,
Rice filmmakers were
not interested in teaching
Hollywood techniques
or approaches. Rather
the Rice Media Center
was to be a laboratory
for training students to
make documentary films
about the conditions and
stories of their own com-
munities. "Menil and Blue shared
this democratic vision offilm," Huberman
says. In this vision, the purposes of film-
making were more social than aesthetic.
"For James, it was not about 'art for art's
sake,'" Huberman says. "It was about art
for society's sake."

That is, the social concerns that Blue
had evidenced throughout his career had
won out over aesthetics. So by the time
the trench-coated Blue and his crew (in-
cluding Huberman and Edward Hugetz,
a colleague of Blue's who is now a vice
president at the University of Houston)
reached the Fourth Ward, Blue's highly
controlled visual techniques had given
way to a totally improvised portrait of
a community that was in large part
scripted by the community itself. Also,
Blue had discarded 35mm filmmaking
in favor of the cheaper, more accessible,

and therefore more democratic, Super 8
camera—which simply couldn't produce
as beautiful an image as 35mm. At the
symposium, Hugetz remembered Blue
saying, "This is going to be an ugly film."
The statement was made, however, simply
as a matter of fact, not of complaint.

After Who Killed the Fourth Ward?
Blue went on to make The Invisible
City with Rice architecture professor
Adele Naude Santos. Invisible Citywent
beyond its predecessor to look at the
crisis caused by substandard housing
throughout the apparent boomtown
of Houston—a crisis that went unre-
marked by the city as a whole and was

therefore "invisible."

Blue's approach in Invisible City was as

democratic as ever, and ultimately Blue's

social commitment caused problems for

him at Rice. The administration felt he

was spending more time with, and mak-

ing equipment more available to, the

community at large rather than with his

students. Blue soon left to take a teaching

position with SUNY Buffalo, and he was,

in fact, already living in Buffalo when he

returned to make Invisible City.

In truth, Huberman muses, Blue may

simply have been too large and powerful

a figure to fit comfortably into academia.

"It was terrible that he left," Huberman

recalls. "I was very angry with him for

not staying and fighting." He adds, "It's

a shame that he didn't have a chance to

work with the current Rice administra-

tion, which is much more interested in

working with the community."
After Blue left, many of the Media

Center's actual filmmaking activities were

taken over by the Southwest Alternate

Media Project (SWAMP ), which was first

directed by Blue's protégé, Ed Hugetz.

Under current director Mary Lampe,

SWAMP is still going strong today, as

is the Media Center, which is directed

by Professor Hamid Naficy, chair of the

Department of Art and Art History.

As for Blue, he died suddenly of can-

cer just two years after leaving Rice. His

time in Houston may have been relatively

short, but it is a testament to the power

of the influence he had on filmmaking
here that, even a quarter of a century
later, people still gather to discuss his
philosophy and work.

-DAIICI THEIS
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Nader: Crusader, Spoiler, Icon
When a Princeton undergraduate driving a 1949
Studebaker nearly ran over Albert Einstein, he
wondered, "What if the brakes had failed?" That
undergraduate was Ralph Nader, and his question
eventually lead to his book Unsafe at Any Speed, a
searing indictment of automobile safety.

Nader's crusade against the automo-
bile industry resulted in higher safety
standards and the saving of millions
of dollars and millions of lives, earn-
ing him public accolades. Years later,
though, his third-party candidacy in
the 2000 elections very likely cost Al
Gore the presidency, causing many to
bemoan his public involvement.
Nader still drives that 1949 Stude-

baker, but what drives this complex
and elusive reformer who has per-
plexed, and even infuriated, nearly
everyone with whom he has ever
worked? In Nader: Crusader, Spoiler,
Icon (Perseus Publishing, 2002),
Justin Martin '87 gives a balanced
portrait based on extensive research
and interviews with hundreds of as-
sociates, friends and family, and Nader
himself.
Nader was born in 1934, and his

interest in auto safety began
at an early age—his father
was employed by Max-
well Auto Works, later
Chrysler. Nader gradu-
ated from Princeton in
1955, and following
law school at Har-
vard, he worked as
a freelance journal-
ist before moving
to Washington,
D.C., in 1964.
He paid $85

for a spare little
room in a boarding house and

was highly secretive, giving his phone
number and address to few people.
The following year, he published
Unsafe at Any Speed, establishing
his reputation as a reformer. That
reputation was further cemented

when he subsequently won a lawsuit
against General Motors, which had
hired spies to dig up dirt on him.
Throughout the 1960s and into

the 1970s, he hired groups ofyoung
people, dubbed "Nader's Raiders,"
to investigate corporate malfeasance
and government corruption. His
attitude toward his youthful army
provides an insight
into Nader's own
personality. When
asked how he chose
his workers, Nader
once responded: "You
start off by saying they
have to be bright and
hardworking, the
usual traits. But the
one key probably is
how willing they are
not to be loved."
Nader has flirted with

politics since 1972, when he declined
both a third-party candidacy and an
offer to be running mate to George
McGovern. His thinking clearly
changed by 1992. Since then, he has
run for the presidency three times,
twice as the Green Party candidate
even though he is not a member of
the Green Party—or any other party,
for that matter.
But even Nader's critics have to

admit that he has left a substantial
legacy—safer cars and successful
battles on a vast array of issues, such
as nuclear power, drug labeling, access
to government information, antitrust
policy, global trade, utility rate in-
creases, nursing home conditions, fair
credit practices, and more. That seems
like a lot of territory, but Martin says,
"He has never gotten married, has

never had kids, has few real friends.
This lack of attachment has left him
free to be incredibly focused on his
life's work. And his energy tilts into
Thomas Jefferson territory: He works
seven days a week, sleeps four hours
a night."
Martin says that the toughest

challenge in writing the book was
the sheer amount of material he
had to deal with. "Ralph Nader has
been working nonstop for going on
40 years now," Martin says. "He
has accomplished a huge amount,
rubbed shoulders with thousands
of people. It was tough to boil it
all down." Will Nader be pleased
with the results? "He can be very
thin-skinned," Martin says. "And
he is very assiduous about the craft-
ing and maintenance of his public
image. I think he will probably be

displeased by some of
the negative impres-
sions contained in the
book. But I've tried
to create a fair and
balanced portrait of
an extremely complex
man. Nader has always
put a premium on ve-
racity. While he may not
like certain portions of
the book, I think he will
respect the accuracy
and thoroughness of

THE TOUGHEST

CHALLENGE IN

WRITING THE

BOOK WAS THE

SHEER AMOUNT

OF MATERIAL

MARTIN HAD

TO DEAL WITH.

my research and reporting."
What does Martin think is next for

Nader? "I would lay 90 percent odds
that he will run for president in 2004.
I would also lay 0 percent odds that
he will win. Even so, he may well
continue to run, again and again."

Martin is the author of the national
bestseller Greenspan: The Man Behind
Money, and his work has appeared in
such magazines as Newsweek, Fortune,
Travel & Leisure, and Worth.

—CHRISTOPHER Dow
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Navigating a Middle Path

Quick. Who was the most prolific African American
filmmaker of the 20th century? If you're think-
ing Spike Lee or John Singleton, you better
think again.

Many years before Boyz in the Hood's
Singleton was born or Lee became
a household name, black filmmaker
Oscar Micheaux had written, pro-
duced, directed, and distributed 43
feature films, several of which can be
considered "answers" to the incredibly
influential and notoriously racist first
American blockbuster, The Birth of a
Nation. Never heard of him? That may
be because Micheaux's
creative legacy was in
critical dispute after the
passing of time. His pro-
duction quality has been
considered shoddy, his
emphasis on racial uplift
and middle-class values
has been derided as
quaint, and his supposed
fondness for lighter skin
and use of racial carica-
tures and stereotypes has
been debated as evidence
of his own self-hatred
and internalized racism.

cially a black filmmaker—money was
in short supply. One of the criticisms
of Micheaux's work is that it suffered
greatly due to the low production qual-
ity. Green argues that such criticism
not only does not take into account
Micheaux's circumstances but also
ignores his vision, purpose, audience,
and sense of integrity. Says Green, "His
style is. . . appropriate to and worthy of

his situation and themes
and issues. That in itself
indicates that his ac-
complishment may have
been greater than has
been recognized."

According to Green,
"Micheaux's work re-
flects in its style the di-
lemmas ofAfrican Ameri-
can community and class
mobility in iwhite-domi-
nated world." Micheaux
believed strongly in the
American Dream and in

helping his people find their way to
achieve it. The American Dream is,
essentially, a dream to achieve the val-
ues and material success of the middle
class. Green believes that Micheaux's
low-budget production style is one
of many ways that the filmmaker's
work illustrated the recurring theme
of blacks striving to create a "middle
way" in navigating their route toward
racial uplift and the American Dream.
Micheaux's use ofa "middle way"—uti-
lizing middle-class tools and moder-
ate capital—helped him create movies
whose form reflected their content, a
concept that he believes many scholars
and critics have ignored in critiquing
the filmmaker.
Green argues that those who see the

low production quality of Micheaux's

"MICHEAUX'S

WORK REFLECTS

IN ITS STYLE

THE DILEMMAS

OF AFRICAN

AMERICAN

COMMUNITY AND

CLASS MOBILITY

IN A WHITE-

DOMINATED

WORLD."

But in his
book Straight Lick: The Cinema of
Oscar Micheaux (Indiana University
Press, 2000), Rice alum and associate
professor of film studies at Ohio State
University J. Ronald Green '67 argues
compellingly against the assumptions
behind the negative critiques. Green's
scholarship is an ambitious effort to
place Micheaux among other impor-
tant, creative American filmmakers,
and he argues convincingly that his
body of work still has much to teach
independent filmmakers and scholars
of the genre.
Micheaux wrote, self-published,

and distributed seven novels before
he moved on to film. And as with any
independent filmmaker working during
the years 1913 through 1951—espe-

films as a hindrance to their overall
artistic quality are mistaken. In fact,
he states, "the inexpensive production
values . . . reflect and also represent,
adversity," which allows Micheaux to
remain true to his audience—people
who were struggling with adversity as
well. He goes further to say that grandi-
ose Hollywood-style film budgets often
do their film's subjects a disservice and
compromise the integrity of the film-
maker and his or her efforts. According
to Green, Micheaux's "middle way"
allowed him to create art that more
closely conformed to middle-class
American ideals. He believes that
Micheaux used the imperfect tools he
had, a "crooked stick," to achieve his
goals and "hit a straight lick," hence

the title of the book.
Just as Green makes strong, meticu-

lous arguments in favor of Micheaux's

production style, he also takes on all of

the additional criticisms ofthe filmmak-

er, each time finding Micheaux worthy

of further scholarship and respect. He

is following his own lead here and, in

2003, will publish another book on the

subject, but apparently, he isn't alone.

Kansas's Oscar Micheaux Film Festival

has become increasingly popular, so it

seems that perhaps the 21st century is

paying more attention to a filmmaker

that the last 50 years almost forgot.

-M. YVONNE TAYLOR
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RICHARD TAPIA

MOSHE VARDI

ALVIN TARLOV

In the News

AcrHANASIOU NEXT PRESIDENT

OF BIOMEDICAL ORGANIZATION

Bioengineering professor Kyriacos
Athanasiou was elected the 2003-
2004 president of the Biomedical
Engineering Society (BMES) at

the organization's annual fall
meeting in Houston.
BMES is an international
professional organization
representing more than
3,000 bioengineers and
biomedical engineers.
Athanasiou's one-year
term as president will be-

gin in October 2003.
Athanasiou, who joined the

Rice faculty in 2000, has been a
member of BMES since 1991.
He currently serves on the
BMES board of directors
and is chair of its finance
committee and past chair
of the membership com-
mittee. He also is faculty
adviser to Rice's student
chapter of BMES. BMES

was incorporated in 1968 to
increase knowledge ofbiomedi-

cal engineering and its use.

KILLIAN EARNS

PRESTIGIOUS PACKARD

FELLOWSHIP

Rice University physicist
Thomas C. Killian's
groundbreaking work
adapting techniques de-
veloped in atomic physics

to open up a new area of
plasma research in the realm

of the ultracold has earned him
a place in the national spotlight. Last
September, he was awarded a Packard
Fellowship in Science and Engineering.
The prestigious fellowships are awarded
each year to just 20 of the nation's most
promising young scientists.

The five-year fellowship, from the

David and Lucile Packard Foundation,
includes $625,000 in unrestricted
grant funds. Killian said winning the
award was both surprising and over-
whelming at first. "I am deeply honored
to be selected because there were many
deserving candidates," he said.
The foundation accepted just 100

nominations for the fellowships from
a select list of 50 invited universities,
and Killian is the first Rice faculty
member to receive the award. "This
really changes everything for me," said
Killian, who's been at Rice about 18
months. "Before, if a piece of equip-
ment cost $15,000, I'd have my stu-
dents build it for $1,000 to save the
money, even though that might cost
valuable time. Now, I can just spend
the money and move on."

NEW ACTING DIRECTOR OF

ASIAN STUDIES NAMED

Jeffrey J. Kripal, the Lynette S. Autry
Associate Professor of Religious Stud-
ies, has been named acting director
of the Asian Studies Program. Kripal's
areas of special interest are 19th-cen-
tury Bengal, modern Hinduism, and
Tantric studies. His current research
includes the history of Esalen, the
countercultural and New Age mecca
in Big Sur, California, that played
such an important role in translating
Asian religious traditions into forms
and practices accessible to American
culture.

TAPIA HONORED FOR EFFORTS

FOR MINORITIES

Richard Tapia, the Noah Harding
Professor of Computational and
Applied Mathematics, was one of
the guests of honor last November
at the second Blackwell—Tapia Con-
ference at the University of Califor-
nia—Berkeley.
The two-day conference honored

Tapia and mathematician David Black-
well, the first African American named
to the National Academy of Sciences
and professor emeritus of statistics at
UC—Berkeley, for both their academic
achievements and their longstanding

efforts to create, support, and main-
tain opportunities for minority scien-
tists, statisticians, and mathematicians
across the nation.
The conference, sponsored by

Cornell University and UC—Berkeley's
Mathematical Sciences Research Insti-
tute, included the awarding of the first
Blackwell—Tapia Prize to Arlie 0. Pet-
ters, professor of mathematics at Duke
University. The Blackwell—Tapia Prize
honors a mathematical scientist who is
not only a noted researcher but also a
mentor and a champion of efforts to
overcome the underrepresentation of
minorities in mathematics.

VARDI, TARLOV ELECTED

FELLOWS OF AAAS

Two researchers at Rice University have
been elected fellows of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS) by their peers

in the world's largest federation of
scientists.
Moshe Vardi, director of Rice's

Computer and Information Technol-
ogy Institute and a professor of com-
putational engineering and computer
science, was honored for his distin-
guished contributions to logic and
the verification of computer hardware
and software.

Alvin Tarlov, a senior fellow in
health policy at Rice's James A. Baker
III Institute for Public Policy, was
chosen for his distinguished leader-
ship in medicine and health policy
and for helping to forge stronger ties
between the social sciences and biologi-
cal sciences.
Members and steering groups of

AAAS can nominate candidates for
AAAS Fellow, an honor that recog-
nizes efforts to advance science or
foster applications that are deemed
scientifically or socially distinguished.
The association's policy-making coun-
cil votes on each year's list of new fel-
lows. More than 10 million members
comprise AAAS, which publishes the
prestigious journal, Science.
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Staff Mentoring Program Creates
Atmosphere of Camaraderie

When Sharron Kinnaird reflects on her first few days working at Rice, she says
she was lucky to have someone like Nancy Letness in her life.

Kinnaird, building coordinator and staffassistant at the George

R. Brown School of Engineering, says Letness, assistant to

the dean of the school, helped her adjust to her new home

at Rice, showing her the ins and outs of the university. So

when Kinnaird was approached to join the Staff Mentoring

Program, created four years ago, she knew being able to

help other new employees was essential to making Rice an
enjoyable place to work.

"Even though Nancy wasn't officially a mentor through

the program, that's the role she filled," Kinnaird says. "I
thought if I could do that for someone and help them
like Nancy helped me,
I would feel really good
about that."

The Staff Mentoring

Program is designed to

provide Rice employees

with a network of peers

who can answer proce-

dural questions or simply

lend an ear to someone

having a hectic day. New

other universities around the country. The subcommittee has

received inquiries from universities such as Johns Hopkins,

Pepperdine, the University of Arizona, and the University

of Memphis about how the program works.

"The main purpose ofthe mentoring program is to provide

a friendly face," Kinnaird says. "I think at Rice, there is a real

feeling of camaraderie. It's a rather close-knit group, and it's

genuine." And, according to Butler, the program also has the

added benefit of giving employees ways to make new friends.

An important element of the program is its annual

luncheon, where Butler receives feedback about the posi-

tive impact the program

has had on the Rice

campus. "People tell me

when they come to these

luncheons or team meet-

ings that they worked in

other organizations, and

they had so many friends

there," she says. "When

they came to Rice, they

felt completely lost. They

didn't know anyone, and,

of course, Rice gives the impression of being so smart, so

they felt rather intimidated. Then they joined the mentoring

program, and they made so many friends so quickly."

Butler got a chance to experience firsthand the strength

of the bonds created among staff members who are a part of

the program when Tropical Storm Allison ravaged Houston

in 2001. The building Butler lived in was condemned, leaving

her with little time to gather her remaining belongings and

move out. "I get this knock on the door," she says, "and these

mentors come in and they start moving all my things, taking

me to lunch, providing meals, giving me gifts of money—just

endless encouragement. So instead of feeling sad about the

flood, I have beautiful memories from it."

For more information about the Staff Mentoring Pro-

gram, contact Butler at 713-348-5630 or butler@rice.edu.

Additional information can be found at the website
www.ruf.rice.edu/-stafadv/mentor_program/.

"THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE MENTORING

PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE A FRIENDLY

FACE. I THINK AT RICE, THERE IS A REAL

FEELING OF CAMARADERIE.

IT'S A RATHER CLOSE-KNIT GROUP,

AND IT'S GENUINE."

SHARRON KINNAIRO

employees, for example,
don't always know what services are available or which of-

fices to turn to for information, or there may be times when

they have questions but are too embarrassed or intimidated

to ask. Having a mentor who is familiar with the university

gives the employee a comfortable solution.

"We don't want our new employees to reinvent the

wheel," says Ellen Butler, chair of the Staff Mentoring sub-

committee and executive assistant to the Faculty Council

and to Scientia. "Most information is somewhere in some

document here at Rice, but how much easier is it to call

another staff member?"

The program is open to any person on staff who could
use some help or who would like to be a mentor. Accord-

ing to Butler, there are no official requirements to become
a mentor. "Staff members don't realize how much they've

already acquired," she says. "The thing about mentoring is

that you don't need to know everything. You're going to

have a network of people whom you can contact to provide
answers." The program's success is sparking interest from -GREG OKUHARA
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Players' Spotlight
Sometimes the scores don't stop even though thc
season is over. So far this year, a number of Rice
athletes have racked up some impressive marks.

FOOTBALL

Senior defensive end Brandon Green
earned a first-team all-WAG berth,
not the least for ending his career at

Rice as the Owls' all-time sacks
leader with 25. He topped

the defensive line with
71 tackles in 2002,
led Rice with five

forced fumbles, and

had a 13-yard inter-
ception return for a
touchdown against

Louisiana Tech. It was
the second consecutive first-

team recognition for Green, who
also was added to the roster

for the Progressive Auto
Insurance Hula Bowl.

In addition, he ended
the season with the
James W. Glanville
Award for Athletics
and a Jess Neely De-

fense Award as the Owls'
top defensive lineman.
Both senior offensive guard

Keith Meyer and junior inside line-

backer Jeff Vanover were named to
the WAG second team on the honor
squad. Meyer helped the Owls finish
among the national leaders in rushing
offense during each of his four varsity
seasons. He also won a George R.
Brown Award as Rice's top offensive

lineman. Vanover was Rice's leading
tackler in 2002, with 92 total tackles,
including four sacks and 10 TFLs.
He was another Jess Neely Defense
Award winner, as top linebacker.

BASKETBALL

January was a good month for
women's basketball player Johnetta
Hayes and men's basketball player
Omar-Seli Mance. Each took home
a WAC Basketball Player of the Week
award for January 13-19 for help-
ing propel their teams to outstand-
ing wins over Boise State and the
University of Texas at El Paso.

It was the second career Player of
the Week award for Hayes, a junior.
The center averaged 25.5 points
and 10.5 rebounds during the two
matches. Her season averages are
14.2 ppg and 8.4 rpg. She also set a
career best going 9-of-121 from the
free-throw line against the Miners.
In the two games, she was 18-of-26
from the field and 14-of-16 from the
free-throw line.
Mance, a senior, averaged a team-

best 21.5 points per game during the
week leading to the wins over Boise
State and UTEP. He shot a com-
posite 55.6 percent from the floor,
converting on 15 -of-27 attempts. He
hit 8-of-17 three-pointers and was a
perfect 5-for-5 from the free-throw
line. It was his first Player ofthe Week
award.

TRACK-AND-FIELD

Rice sophomore Allison Beckford
once again made her name known
on the track as she set a new record
in the 400 meters at the North

America, Central America, and Ca-
ribbean Under 25 Track-and-Field
Championships in October with a

time of 51.21 seconds. She is the
reigning NCAA indoor and outdoor
400-meter champion and holds the
school record in the outdoor 400
meters with a time of 50.83.
In the men's division, the Owls'

Adam Davis was named to the
second-team academic all-America

track-and-field/cross-country team.

He helped Rice take the WAG cross-
country championship in 2001 and
had the third-fastest 800-meter time
in 2002. He is a two-time NCAA all-
American in the indoor and outdoor
800 meters.

SOCCER

By season's end in November, the
soccer team had produced a couple
of top players. Sophomore defender

Caitlin Currie was named to the WAG

all-tournament team. She is Rice's
first-ever WAG all-tournament se-

lection. Sophomore forward Sarah
Yoder was named to the 2002 Veri-
zon Academic All-America District
VI second team. Yoder was only one
of four players from the WAG chosen
for the elite group.

VOLLEYBALL

Rice may have lost the volleyball
game to Butler at the Albaturkey
Thanksgiving Classic in Albuquer-
que last fall, but Rice's Rebeca Pazo
single-handedly rewrote the Rice re-
cord books. For the match, Pazo hit
.397, and her 35 kills marked a new

career best. Her 13 digs—her 20th

double-double of the year—made
her the WAG leader, and she had
73 swings, also a new career record.
Pazo ends the season with 562 kills,

the second-best single-season mark
in Rice history.
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It was all there: The glitz! The glitter! The Kremlin! The Kremlin? That's right. Would you expect less from this year's
Lovett Casino Party, "Back in the USSR"? For photos of the replica Kremlin constructed for the event by Lovett students, check ou
http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/-faisal/Gallery/Campus/.
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